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Election '96

Top test

Candidate preview
for upcoming
election
,

Huskies prepare to
face conference leader
UNO

News Special Scction/ 12-13

Sports/ 9

fDITOR·IN·CHIEF

Hone is running in a dead-heat JX)litical race,
what's a good way of bolstering supp:>rt?
Bring in one oflhe most powerful men in the
world to say a few good words.
That's what Sen. Paul Wellstone (D-Minn.)
did Monday when President Clinton came to
speak at the Target Center in Minneapolis.
Clinton stopped in Minnesota, as part of his
whirlwind tour of the Midwest to offer his
support to Wellstone and other Democratic
candidates, as well as to tout his economic
record.
"With eight days to go in this election, to
come out here and see this shining sea of
enthusiastic exuberant faces, believing in our
country and believing in our future, I'd rather
hear your cheers than my words any day,"
Clinton said.
.
He recognized Hubert Humphrey ID, Minn.
attorney general and chainnan of the Minn.
Clinton/Gore campaign for being one of the first
leaders to support stopping tobacco companies
from marketing their products to young people.
Clinton, who has recently been atiacked over
the character issue, said the majority of
politicians he has worked with over his 22,year
political career loved the United States, wanted
to do the right thing, and were more
hardworking and honest than they are given
credit for.
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by Carlene Dean
Should ihe bulk of power be left in the
hands of the federaJ government, or
should that power be handed over to
states and local governments to be more
effective'?
This was one of the.subjects discussed
in the last in a series of political debates
which took place Tuesday at the studio of
KVSC·FM. Participating in the debate
were DFL 7th District Congressman
Collin Peterson and his Republican
challenger, Darrell McKigney.
·
Peterson cited balancing the budget
and the need to rein in spending as his top
priorities.
'That has been my focus for the past
two years," he said.
McKigney opened saying, "In the
past 40 years (the government) has been
getting bigger and bigger."
In spite of this, McKigney said,
people are getting less from their
government.
Reduction of government spending is
an idea McKigney said he sup(X)rts, as
well as giving more power to local
governing agencies. Local governments
know better how to serve their
communities than someone in
Washington does, he said.
Peterson said 'There are some things
the (federal) government can do better,
and some things the state can do better.
Julia Peterson/PHOTO EDITOR
I think we should decide this on a
President Clinton embraces Sen. Paul Wellstone (D-Minn.) before speaking to a large case-by-case basis."

crowd of supporters Monday afternoon at the Target Center in Minneapolis. Clinton
came to offer sup~rt to Wellstone and other Minnesota Democratic candidates.
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Students attend annual conference, exchange cultural ideas
by Sara Litecky
STAFF WRITER

More than 1wo dozen students
spent Homecoming weekend in
pursuing more academic endeavors.
Twenty.five SCSU students
attended the annual fall conference
of the Fulbright Association.
"In spite of Homecoming, these
25 students certainly proved that
academics are alive and well at
SCSU and that they are concemed

about academic growth." said Dr. .
Erika Vora, speech communication
professor at SCSU, president-elect
of the Fulbright Association and
coordinatoroftheconference.
As the Fulbright Association
celebrated its 50th anniversary,
the conference focused on
"Multiple
Foundations
of
International Education."
A Fulbright Grant is a
prestigious academic award which
has three different levels.: SlUdcnc.

teacher exchange and faculty
scholar. Its purpose is to
exch.inge cultural perspectives
and diminish the misconceptions
betwee~ cultures by educating
others m_ order to unde~~- ~
respect differences and s1 milant1es.
Among this year's conference
participants,
four
of
the
speakers were SCSU faculty
members.
Erika
Vora,
a
speech
communication professor, was a

FulbrightscholartoTaiwan.During
the conference, she discussed
"Domestic to Global: Evolution of
Communication."
Jay Vora, a professor of
management, also was a Fulbright
scholar to Taiwan. He explored
'The Evolution of International
Education in Management"
Joan Miller, a professor emeritus
.of music, and Debra Leigh, former
director of dance, received
Fulbright awards 10 Indonesia

MillerandLeighdiscussedhowart
can connect people from different
cultures.
·
Nasrin °Jewel, the president of
the Minnesota chapter, presented
the keynote speech on The
Fulbright Program, titled: "An
Educational Bridge Between
Nations in a politically Divided
World."

Go TO CONFERENCE, PAGE 6 •
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WHAT'S
HAPPENING
FRIDAY
African Night
9 p.m.-1 a.m. The Quarry,
AMC. Live Band Shalita.

SATURDAY
Women's soccer
1 p.m. vs. University of
Minnesota-Duluth at
Halenbeck Field.

CAMPUs & CoMMUNTIY
Seasonal parking rules
start November 1
The St. Cloud Police Department has issued
a release outlining the seasonal parking policy
for the city of St. Cloud.
Starting Nov. l and continuing through April
1, 1997, motor vehicles cannot be parked on the
even side' of the road, on even numbered days
between the hours of l am. and 7 am. Parking
on the odd .side of the road on odd numbered
days for those same hours is also illegal.
The even side streets are considered all public
street and avenues with addresses that end in an
even number. 1be opposite is true for the odd
sides of streets.

This seasonal policy does not apply to any of
the streets or avenues within the boundaries from
4th Street South to 13th Street South and from
9th Avenue South to the Mississippi River,
including Ist and 2nd Avenues South from 4th
Street South north to the end of the cul-de-sacs
and 5th and 6th Avenues South from 13th Street
South to the north boundary of 16th Street South.
Vehicles illegally parked are subject to
towing.

St. Cloud snow plow
teams are tops in state ·
Two teams of snowplow operators from St
Cloud, one from the city and one from the

Minnesota Department of Transportation, took
top honors in the Maintane'ncc Expo Rodeo
competition held Oct. 3 in Maplewood.
The city team took first place and the
MNDOT team took second.
In individual competition Joe Nathan, city
maintanence worker, scored highest while Greg
Wensmann of the St. Cloud MnDOI' team took
second.
Dale Wielrich, city of St. Cloud, was a firstplace-team member and Dewey Mehr, St. Cloud •.
MnDOT, was on the second place team.
The rodeo simulates winter driving
conditions that snowplow operators will face this
year.
·
There were I20 entrants and 60 teams in the
competition

Sousa and His Band
8 p.m.Kimberely A. Ritsche
Auditorium. The St. Cloud
State University Wind
Ensemble, Richard K.
Hanen, conductor.

MONDAY
Tina and the B-Side
Movement
9:30 p.m. Ritsi:he
Auditorium.
Broadcast on Monday
Night Live on KVSC (88.1
FM) and UTVS cable
channel 6.Tickets are $7 at
KVSC SH room 27, Electric
Fetus and Bo-Diddley's.

UBU the King
8 p.m. Pertorming Arts
Center.
.. .-...JV,

TUESDAY
Job searching on the
Internet
11-11:50 Centennial Hall
room 132. Advanced
registration require0 in ECG
101.

WEDNESDAY
Job Fair '97 kick off
and orientation ·
4-5 p.m. tittle Theatre,
AMC. Call Career Services
at 255-2151.

Sophomore
Recognition Luncheon

STATE & NATION
Many Americans
exposed to nerve

gas, say former
CIA analysts
Tens of thousands of American
soldiers may have been expo~d to
chemical weapons during the Gulf
War, said t~o fomier CIA analysts.
Patrick Eddington and wife
Robin said that while researching
the issue for t~e CIA, they
discovered evidence of up to
60 incidents in which American
soldiers could have been exposed to
nerve gas and other chemical .
weapons.
The CIA and the Defense
Department hav~ rejected the

7 :30 p.m. Ritsche
Auditorium.
Mail information for the 'What's
Happening" events calendar to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

New York Tunes.

United _Auto
Workers strike
at GM plants
About 2,750 workers at the GM
Indianapolis Metal Fabricatiot1
plant went on strike Tuesday at 5
p.m. Another 4,800 workers at
GM's Janesville, Wis. truck plant
went on strike minutes later.
Analysts believe· the walk.outs
were orchestrated by top UAW
officials. They came nearly 10
hours after GM and the Union
re-started talks on a national
contract.
The· walkouts will affect the

production of Chevrolet Suburbans
and Tahoe sport utilities. GM
dealers have a six-month waiting
period for big sport utilities.
,
The strike at Indianapolis ~II
affect up to 40,000 workers in eight
other plants.

Microsoft's topranking woman
to resign post
Patty Stonesifer, Microsoft's
highest-ranking woman, is leaving
the company to work for
Dreamworks.
She has" been with the computer
finn _for a year. She will resign early
in 1997 to pursue her more creative
side.

In history...
32 years ago ...
St. Cloud State College
Student Senate
President Nancy Pew
called for another
election of the freshman
senators saying the
previous elections for
three positions was
unfair.
No campaigning was
allowed. Only fact
sheets were distributed.

12-12:50 p.m.Atwood
Ballroom, AMC.

Lakota Sioux Indian
Dance Theatre

couples' claims, according to the

Corrections
The Oct. 25 issue of the
Chronicle should have listed
the time and place for basic
math testing in course
numbers 130, 131 and 133
will take place on Nov. 6 at
11 a.m. in ECC room 108.
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Microsoft and Dreamworks
have worked as partners on projects
in the past

Cigarette packs
may get harsher
warning labels
1be warnings that appear on
packs of cigarettes are not strong
enough for opponents of smoking
who want to sre the warnings relate
more of the negative consequences
of the activity.
Martin Meehan, D-Mass. is
beginning to write legislation to
make the warnings harsher. To start
with, labels would state outright
that smoking cigarettes is addictive.
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Clinton said the most important

presidency in 1992, the voters took

characteristic
a
politician
should have is a great heart,

him on faith, he said. In his speech,
Clinton spoke of his economic
record, taking credit for several

something he sai.d Wel\stone has in
abundance.
When Clinton was elected to the

major improvements in the nation's
economy.

The official figures for the
national debt in 1996 show it has
dropped from $290 billion in 1992
to $ 107 billion, Clinton said, taking
credit for the 63 percent drop. He
said the natipn rn;,w•has the lowest

America," a move which he said
Wellstone supported.
"We are on the verge of an
explosion of possibility, where
The nation now has the lowest more people than ever befqre will
combined rates of unemployment, have a chance to live out their
inflation and home mortgages in 28 dreams," he said, "But you have to
years, the biggest drop in income make the right decisions. Are we
inequality among working people going to build a bridge to the future
in 27 years and the biggest drop in or a bridge to the past?"
child poverty rates in 20 years,
Wellstone, who spoke before the
president, thanked Clinton for
Clinton said.
"We are moving in the right coming, and expressed his
direction," he said. "We need to confidence in winning the
stay on this track an the way into senatorial race. He reiterated his
the 21st century."
goal to create a $10,(X)(}per year tax
Wellstone voted against the credit so families could afford
welfare bill Clinton signed, saying attending college.
it was too harsh on children. This
Marsha Shoemaker, interim
has·been held up as an example of director of public relations for
the political differences between the SCSU, · attended the speech. She
two politicians, but in his speech said she was excited she had the
Clinton stressed those · items on opportunity to see the president
which he and Wellstone have
'This isjust,a once-in-a-lifetime
cooperated.
opportunity, perhaps," Shoemaker
Clinton said taxes were ·cut for said.
for 15 million of the "hardestShoemaker said she was a
pressed working people in Clinton supporter, although she
doesn'.t agree with everything he
stands for.
President Clinton greets the.
She said while her opinions
Minnesota-based vocal group weren't changed by the speech, she
Sounds of Blackness, who was still impressed by both the
performed
before
the turnout and the canclidates.
''There's no doubt he's a good
President's speech Monday
afternoon at the Target Ceriter orator, and he certainly seems to
address higher education issues,"
· in Minneapolis.
she said.
deficit in 22 years, adjusting the

amo411t for "ifltlation. He credited
Rep. Martin Sabo (DFL-Minn.) for
aiding him in this endeavor.

Scholars discuss issues Corporations' influence
college presidents face on Burma examined
Importance of finances,
higher education add
pressure to position
by Jeff Dahler
STAFF WRITER

Wednesday afternoon a videoconference
was held in Centennial Hall dealing with
the problems facing today's college presidents.
The videoconference, "Prosperity or
Turmoil: The Future of the American
College President,". was sponsored by
Minority Student Programs. It dealt with issues
concerning higher educ"ation and its leadership.
There were six members of the discussion
panel:
0 Stanley 0. Ikenberry, presideht of the
American Council on Education
0 John Casteen Ill, president of University
of Virginia
·
0 Atty. Felicenne Ramey, professor of
Business Administration at California State
University - Sacramento
D Joshua L. Smith, professor of Higher
Education at Center for Urban Community
College Leadership and fonner chancellor of
the California Community College Systetn.
D Holly Madsen, Staff Liaison to the
Commission on the Academic Presidency
D Henry Ponder, fonner president of Fisk
University and Benedict College
The moderator started the discussion
stating that 20 years ago, a president at a
university would hold the job for an average of
15 y"ears. Today, the average university
president holds the position for just under five
years. The panel replied with reasons why this
is today's standard.
Casteen said today, university· presidents
are asked to do an impossible job for two
reasons. FirSt, today's university has to worry
more about financial situations than in the past.
Second, today higher education is more
important. He said these roles are in addition to
the roles presidents have to play with

constituents.
'They are forced to deal with a lot of
people," Casteen said. 'They have to deal with
the students, faculty, and alumni. They are
forced to walk a tight rope to try to make all of
these individuals happy."
Ramey gave a different explanation for
why university presidents are not staying
at institutions as long. She said more women
and minorities have been given the chance
to be leaders at universities, but only
at universities that are in some kind of
trouble.
"Women and minorities are only given an
opportunity to worlc at the toughest colleges in
the nation," Ramey said. "Because of the
pressures of working in this position at
institutions like this. these individuals have a
very short tenure. Most of them well under five
years."
Smith disagreed saying he clid not think that
was the case. He cited his own example as
proof.
"I was president at a university for eight
years, Smith said. "It was very difficult, but
looking back at it now, it is the. only position
that I miss. It is not that I like punishment. I
like progress. I . liked to see things get
accomplished."
All of the panelists agreed the president's
most important role is that of a team
player. They must baVe the ability to make all
people involved with the institution_happy, and
implement change for the better.
Ikenberry said the president needs to
balance not only the students, faculty and
alumni, but also the loca1 community and the
government, both O!l the locai and state level.
Madsen said the role of the university
president has changed so drastically that
today's president cannot even be compared to
presidents in years past.
"30-years-ago, a university president could
say this is what we are going to do and the
faculty, students and alumni did it," ·M~dsen
said. ':'oday, everyone wants to have the final
word.

by Kelley Karau
STAFF WRITER

Zar Ni, a Bunnese descendent and John
Peck Jr., an environmental activist with a
Ph.D. in environmental studies from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, spoke to
students Monday about poverty stricken
conditions in Bunna and how companies
such as Pepsico Inc., Kentucky . Fried
Chicken, and Pizza Hut are supporting
these conditions.
The country of Bunna is located
in Southeast Asia with a population
around 45 million people. Zar Ni left
Burma in July of 1988. The country has
been under a dictatorship since 1962, ruled
by a military regime called ~unna's State
Law and Order Restoration Council
(SLORC). After Zar Ni left, thousands of
protesters were killed while fighting for a
democracy.
The two talked about companies such as
Pepsico Inc., Texaco, Frito Lay, KFC, Pizza
Hut and Unocal who buy Mung beans,
sesame seeds, rattan and other natural
resources from Bunna.
In order to get these products to the
United States, Bunnese residents are forced
to work under poverty-stricken conditions.
Zar Ni told about children as young as 1012 years old who are beaten and chained to
their working spots until they crush the
rock that is needed.
When these companies sell products at
sporting events or beauty pageants, they
make profits. With those profits, the
companies are supporting the military
dictatorship in Bunna, Zar Ni said. When
Pepsico Inc. was confronted about the
situation, they responded saying all
worlcers in Bunna are there on a voluntary
basis.
"People don't volunteer to crush rock
and risk their lives," Zar Ni said.
During the presentation, the speakers
said Texaco is putting a gasline in Bunna
that is going to run through rain forest.

This means relocation for residents and the
death of many exotic animals.
Residents are forced to worlc on the
gas"line for seven days at a time without
food or water. They have to bring their own
food, as well as their own tools, and work
without any compensation.
Angle Samolytz, a sophomore at
SCSU and the co-president for the
Environmental Crisis Organization, and
Dan Shriver were responsible for putting
on this event.
"We want to try to enhance student
awareness of corporate influence on
developing countries such as Burma,"
Shriver said.
Zar Ni said the reason he came to SCSU
to do this-presentation was that he wanted
to spread the message about what is
happening in Burma
"Bunna has been an isolated country
since 1962. I want to put as much pressure
on the companies as possible and fight this
thing," Zar Ni said.
_
,
"Many companies have already pulled
out of Burma." Peck said. "They don't
want to risk losing business."
Some companies that have done this are
Liz Claiborne, Osh Koshb'Gosh, Eddie
Bauer, Levi Strauss and Columbia Sports
Wear, Peck said.
In an effort to boycott companies that
are still in association with Burma. many
colleges and universities such as Stanford,
Harvard and University of Wisconsin, have
taken all food products associated with
these companies off of their campuses and
have terminated their c;ontracts with the
companies.
"When you are drinking a PepsJ or
eating something from Pizza Hut or TaCO
Bell, or just filling your car up at a Texaco
station, you are not only hurting the people
in Bunna, you are supporting the regime,"
Zar Ni said.

Go TO BURMA, PA~E 5 •
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Men speak about women's beauty
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

''There is no model at this university for
me to say I don't want to [objectify women],

but how do I not do this?" Erickson

The Women's Center began wrapping Up its said.
Women on Wednesday series about issues
Rather
than ~omen
relevant to females by adding a twist - having
men speak.
them
as~-----~
Bart Erickson, Michael Sharp and see
Chuck Derry presented their views on partners, friends, co-creators or humans, Sharp
men's perceptions of beauty on Wednesday.
said.
Derry has worked with domestic violence , Along With discussion about male's
issues since 1983 and is co-founder of the percept.ion of beauty, another topic was
Gender Violence Institute. Erickson is the co- addressed.
chair of Men Against Violence Against Women
According to Sharp, men have a hard time
and a member of Campus Advocates Against discussing beauty because of homophobia and
Sexual Assault. Sharp is the campus minister for the idea chat men are not allowed to think other
Campus Ministries and is an advocate with the men arc beautiful.
Central Minnesota Sexual Assault Center.
When Women try to please men with the
"We wanted to highlight the perspectives of way they dress and wearing makeup, they
progressive men who have done some thinking are only helping men overpower them, Derry
about the issue of women and beauty and said.
culture," said Jane Olsen, director of the
Some men see women as comm<Xiities with
Women's Center.
•
no value, Derry said. A result of this perception is
The perceptions of each of these men· are that women are also seen as easier to abuse or •
different. They are at separate stages in life and rape.
have experienced unique things, but all agree the
The final presentation of the Women on
Scott Andenon/S7i4.FF PH(lf()GRAPHER
perception most men have of women should Wednesday series will be held Wednesday at
change.
noon in the South Voyager room in Atwood. It is
Senior Bart Erickson, American studies
Many men objectify women by breaking entitled "Backlash Against Women Who Don't,"
major, speaks on men's perception of them into body parts and focusing on the parts and will consist of a panel of women discussing
beauty Wednesday In , South Voyageur's rather than on the woman as a whole person, the repercussions females feel from society when
they don't confonn.
room of Atwood Memorial Center.
Erickson said.
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Night-light eliminates vision of starry sky
by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

SCSU hosted astronomy public
nights Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday. These events were
designed to give people a chance to
learn and observe objects in the
night sky. The program began in the
SCSU planetarium in the Math
Science Center with shows at 7,
7:45, and 8:30 p.m., followed by an
opportunity ID view the sky through
telescopes.
According to the director of the
observatory and planetariufr! Mark
Nook, the showings were infonnal,
with two students giving the
presentations.
The
students
explained which constellations the
public would be able to see.

'The purpose of the shows was
to show constellations that people
would see," Nook said. "The
students also told the myths and
legends that go along with the
constellations."
The myths and legends come
from the Greeks, Romans and
American Indians, Nook said.
After the shows in the
planetarium, the public was invited
to look through telescopes set up on
the west side of the book store.
Through the telescopes, people
could see a variety of objects. For
example: Saturn and its rings, plus
one of its moons; Jupiter with four
moons called the Galilean
Satellites. and cloud bands; a
double star called Alberio in the
Cygnus 1.;onstellation; and the

Andromeda Galaxy could be seen,
according Nook and professor .of
physics and astronomy, Charles
Eckroth.
Professor of physics, astronomy
and engineering science Mike
Ganity said, "We're looking at
various things such as Jupiter,
Saturn, and a blue and yellow star
combination at the tip of the
Northern Cross."
Although the sky was free of
clouds the first nigh1, Ganity
thought it was not a good night for
viewing because of the moon and
all the light.
According to Nook, on the first .
night he expected about 200 people. Girl Scout troops who also
A .wide variety of people attended attended.
"I'm glad to see · people here
the event. including little kids to
senior citizens. Nook knew of a few showing an interest in astronomy,"

Garrity said. "A lot of the important
discoveries have been made by
amateurs."
A number of people who
attended had been coming to
astronomy public nights for several

years.
According
to
participant
Laura Stiegal, this was the third
year her and her family came to the
event.
"I think it's great for the public
to come and for the kids to see,"
participant Paul Stiegal said. "I
liked the inside part. That's why I
come."
According to class volunteer
Dwayne Malo, people could take
a class and learn all about
astronomy, but it's not interesting
until they see it for themselves.

A Day for honoring
the 1.J.nsainted Saints
Mass times: 12 noon & 5 pm

c~~~t+w

Newman
Center

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: 9a.m .• ll : 15a.m . 8p.m.
Mass & Even ts 251-3261
Offie<: 251-3260
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Rally focuses on human ri~ts violations
·

_by_ Jodi L. Wallin

Corporations are driven by the profit
motive, Tripp said. "Profi t at any
cost...destroy the environment, destroy the
communities, exploit people, corrupt
communities ... "

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Large corporations are affecting the
fundamental values of Americans in our own

country while impeding on human rights in
other's claim some of the 15 s~ers at the
Speak Out rally on Pepsico Inc. and other

1bose values are in direct conflict with
those values shared by community of sharing
and commitment, he said. ,

corporations held Tuesday in the Quarry.
"It (Pepsico Inc.) is the largest junk food
company in the U.S. and around the world,"

Claiming that corporations are so
powerful that they are using their finances to
innuence government, Tripp said, "More and
more the . government is becoming a
government of corporations, by corporations,
for corporations." He accused advertisers of
waging psychological warfare on consumers
in their battle against other corporations.

said Angel Samelytz, co-chairperson of the
student organization Environmental Crisis
Organization.

Pepsico Inc. owns Pizza Hut, Taco Bell,
and KFC restaurants, two of which are
housed on campus. Mountain Dew and other
Pepsi beverages are found across ~ampus.

One of the reasons Pepsi products were
targeted is because they are ~ily identifiable
by students on campus and lhe company has
been accused of being connected to human
right's violations in Myanmar (Bunna) .
The speak out on corporations rally was to
educate the student body and get people
thinking about how their actions can affect,
others.
A student' may think that he or she is
only one person buying one can of pop and it
will not make that muCh difference, said
Samelytz. If millions of students took a stand
a clear message could be sent to Pepsico Inc.,
she continued. Companies have lcfl Burma
due to such pressure from the public,
including Liz Claiborne, Amoco and Levi
Strauss.
Supporti~g Pepsico Inc. by purchasing
their products keeps them in places like .
Burma where they are accused of bribing
local governmental officials to maintain their
food monopoly, according to statements
provided by ECO. The Bunnese government,
the State Law and Order Restoration Council,

Burma
PAGE 3
The state of Massachusetts
passed a statewide ban stating there
will be no use of products from
these companies. At Madison
Junior High School in St. Cloud,
Pepsico Inc. was scheduled to give
a presentation about AIDS
awareness. 1be students told the
principal of the schooJ to cancel the
event or they would have a sit in.
1be reason for the tennination
was partly because Pepsico Inc.
refused to name the sources of the
fann products, Peck said.
'"The reason Zar Ni and Peck
targeting Pepsico Inc. more than~
other companies is because students .
can relate to these products more
than the others," Samolytz said.
"We want the workers and
residents of Bunna to be treated in
a more humane way," Peck said.
"In a slave situation, people exist
and do not live. They do not have
control. That is what is happening
in Bunna. We want that to Change."
Zar Ni and Peck talked to
students about taking action in their
own communities and institutions
so they can resolve this problem.
They talked about writing to the
president of the university or your
senator.
They want students to ask the
president to consider changing the
food service by taking out foods in
connection with Bunna. They also
discussed a petition that could go
around campus for the same reason.
"I really believe that we will
win,"ZarNi said. "It is just a matter
of. time. That is what keeps me
going, is the belief that we will win
and someday I will be able to return
to a democratic Burma."

Tripp encourages college students to "at
least ask the critical questions."

Junior Amy Lenk, ECO member, was one of the 15 people to speak about large
corporations, and their effect on every day life, Tuesday afternoon 1n the Quarry.
has been accused of cultural genocide and world in general,"Samelytz said.
ecological destruction, including the clear .
The four hour long speak o~t was not a
cutting of rain forests.
protest, stressed Samelytz. "We're not
The SLORC takes some of the profits altacking them (Pepsico Inc. workers), they
Pepsico Inc. must share •with then to keep need the job," Samelytz said.- "We're
operating in Bum1a and uses the funds to attacking the franchise."
make more money, claim the information
Samelytz encourage students to find
items ECO presented throughout the a1tematives to Pepsi products. 'There are
rally.The SLORC is accused of producing natura1 beverages out there that taste so much
heroin for sale in the United States, exporting better," she said. She encourages students to
women as prostitutes to Thailand · and get involved in organizations such as ECO,
enslaving 35/)(~ Karen, Mo_n and Tta~oy the Student Organization Against Racism, the
people for p1pelme construction. By domg Women's Equality Group and Amnesty
business in Bunna and paying government IntcmationaJ that helped put on the speak out
officials,Pepsicolnc.issupportingtheirreign ra1ly.
of terror, according to infonnation supplied
Pepsico Inc. was only one topic addressed.
by ECO.
'
"We want people to be more aware of not Professor of social science, Luke Tripp,
on!)' what is in their immediate life, but in the spoke on the role corporations are taking in
eroding the nation's fundamental values.

read, REACT, write
E-MAIL US:

chronicle@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu

Some students like Jennifer Edwards, a
junior majoring in mass communications,
did. "Where's the beef coming from?' she
asked a large group of listeners in the wellattended first hour of the speak out. She then
noted that Honnel imports its beef from
Brazil and encouraged the audience to
boycott their products to supJX)rt purchasing
of local fann goods.
About 15 speakers addressed the audience
on a wide range of topics.
For those interested in becoming involved
in- ECO, advisor John Peck describes the
groups as a student organization promoting
environmental awareness and action both on
and off campus. The group has a core of
between 20 and 30 active members, said
Peck. They attend weekly meetings on
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the Mississippi Room
in AMC. The students often work closely
with area groups such as the St. Cloud
Environmental Council, the Sierra Club and
the Audubon society.
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I.aw students learn about legal profession
by Tom Maas

looking for a broad base of
students.

STAFF WRITER

Students
considering
an
education or career in legal fields
had some of their questions

answered Tuesday.
A forum in Atwood Memorial
Center's Mis$issippl Room was
designed to answer questions for
pre-law students, as well as those

students who may be interested in
looking into an education in the

legaJ field.
Chancellor of SCSU's Pre-Law
Association (PLA), senior Trevor
Larsen, said law schools, like most
colleges and universities, are

"Law schools are searching for a
wide variety of majors," he said.
"You don'! have to be in a certain
major to be pre-law, so don't count
yourself out."
The forum, sponsored by PLA,
covered topics ranging_from how
to seek help in choosing the
law school best suited to meet
a particular student's needs,
to different methods of preparation
for the Law School Admissions
Test.
PLA adviser Stephen ·Frank
discussed what students attending
or seeking a law school should be

most concerned about. In
considering the various methods of
LSAT preparation and the many
resources available to SCSU
students, Frank described the
amount of time a student should
commit to the preparation for that
test.

"It's important that students
know that they can expect'to spend
about 150 hours in preparation," he
said. 'That's the average."
There are computer-aided
programs to help students narrow
down a search for a law school that
best suits their needs. Frank said
students need to be wary of the
accuracy of some lists that rank the

various law schools.
Frank aJso cautioned students
about working while attending law
school.
'The best thing is don't work if
you don't have to," he said. "But if
you do, try to make sure that it's oncampus and only about 10-15 hours
per week."
Frank concluded saying a
wealth of information is already
available to students interested in
attending
law
school and
emphasized the continuing efforts
of the PLA to improve their stores
.of information.
"We have a lot to offer, but I do ·
need some help, someone to say,

'gee, this is the old version, it would
be nice if we had the new one."
PLA
member
Jennifer
Crosswhite, junior, mentioned the
importance of the written personal
statements that law schools
generally require for admission.
"A high grade point average
doesn't tell them (law schools) who
you are," Crosswhite said. "If I'm
only a bookwonn then I don't have
a life, that's not what they're
looking for."
PLA meets Tuesdays at IO a.m.
in Atwood Memorial Center's
Mississippi Room. Frank can be
reached for additional infonnation
at 255-4131.

Women's Studies honors students at banquet
JodiL. Wallin
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Women's Studies program honored
Sarah Cimperman with its Outstanding
Feminist Leadership Award and Robin
DeBates with its Outstanding Feminist
Scholarship Award. Both women are seniors
minoring in Women's Studies.
The 4th annual banquet is held to honor
the ·new generation that is taking over and
moving feminism inio the future, according
to Pat Samuel, director of the program.
Founders of the Women's Studies program
were also honored.
"I'm very honored to receive this award,"
Cimpennan said. "I'm exciled and grateful to
be part of such a strong feminist culture on
this campus."

Debate

Scholarship winner DeBates thanked the
Women's Studies program for allowing her
the opportunity to study feminism in a highquality setting. Her award was based on a
paper she wrote titled "Some Thoughts on
Feminist Pacifism: Neither is an Adjective."
Cimpennan was honored for her work
with the Women's Equality Group, heading
up the Clothesline Project (which
commemorates women killed by a
spouse/significant other) and her support in
boycotting the adult bookstore on the edge of
town.
Marcia Summers, who has been with the
Women's Studies program since its inception
in 1974, was presented with a certificate of
appreciation for more than 20 years of work
with the program. She helped get the
Women's Studies program off the ground and

served in some capacity every year that she
has been on staff, from director to committee
member.
"It's an honor to be one of the founding
mothers of the program here," Summers told
an audience of nearly 50 students, fonner
students and facult)' of the program. "It's
great to see so many people here, especially
so many of the faculty."
Of all her contributions to the program,
Summers said getting director Pat Samuel on
staff was one her biggest accomplishments.
Her other goals were to establish the
Women's Center and fill the director position
with Jane Olsen.
"I'm proud to have been a part of both of
those battles," Summers said. "It's been such
a big part of my life, I'll never forget all of
this."

Conference

PAGE 1

As an example, Peterson pointed
to the recent welfare reform bill,
which would · give the states the
power to administer the programs.
Regarding the welfare refonn
bill, Peterson said, '1 do not agree
that the bill has flaws that need to be
changed. In fact, I would have been
tougher in some areas." He said
some parts of the bill need fine
tuning.
People receiving aid are
penalized for getting a job, Peterson
said. He supports providing
recipients with help for child care
and transportation to help them get
out of the system.
Peterson said he supports the
minimum wage increase because a
lot of jobs do not pay enough to
support a family,
In cOntrast, McKigney said the
changes made were good ones.
"Government has tried to use
money to solve poverty and it has

overwhelming failed," McKigney
said. "I think there are many things
that need to be done."
Education financing, an issue
near and dear to students• hearts,
was also discussed.
Education is a big priority,
according to Peterson. He said
Congress passed an 8percent
increase in student aid and loans
this year.
On the issue of crime, both
agreed education is crucia] to help
stem the rising tide of crime.
McKigney cites education as one
answer to the crime problem.
Peterson said crime is a state and
local issue. The DFL party has
backed legislation to provide
money to communities for
additional
law · enforcement
officers, he said.
COntributions from Political
Action Committees (PACs) were
also discussed. "Peterson's been

"I think the Women's Studies committee
has really benefited from her," said Samuel.
"We're losing a lot."
Mary Craik, co-founder of the Women's
Studies program was guest speaker. It was
Craik. who first reported SCSU to tho Wages
and Hours Division of the government for
providing men with higher wages than
women. The division agreed with her and the
university paid the difference.
Later, in 1976 she filed a class action
lawsuit that set a number a legal precedence
in a case regarding the sexual discrimination
of women ·by not hiring them as chairpeople
of departments on campus. 'The case was
settled in 1985.
Summers and Craik, represent very
excellent and very different role models,
Samuel said.

taking more than 80 percent of his
money from PAC's," McKigney
said. "I've limited it in my own
campaign."
Peterson responded, "My
opponent got most of his money
from Minneapolis, and I think that
is worse than PACs."
There were two callers during
the debate. One challenged the
candidates on the welfare issue and
another asked for their opinions on
the BWCA dispute in northern
Minnesota.
In wrapping up the afternoon,
McKigney said, '1 tend to look a
little bit to the future. What kind of
future do you want to have: one
controlled by bureaucrats or more
control at the local level?"
Peterson concluded saying_ a
drastic reduction in the amount of
government won't work. 'There are
some things only government can
do," he said.

"I like the ideas that Fulbright
wants to do with education," said
Todd Olson, an SCSU junior who
attended the conference.
The remainder of the program
was" divided into three panels
according to the area .of study.
From International Relations,
Anthropology and Religion and
from
Management,
Foreign
Languages and Communication
three panel members from each
group discussed a specific topic
dealing with the issue of
intercultural communication within
education.
During the third section, From
the
Perfonning
Arts,
the
participants played Indonesian
instruments and watched the
perfonnance of an Indonesian mask
dance. "I liked how the movements
came from the masks. It was
fascinating how movement from
the head was considered to come

Community Bio-Resources
Com,munity Bio-Resources would_like to welcome back all area
stud~nts, and invites you in to see our brand new state of the art
plasma collection center. The plasma yciu donate will be made into
vital medical products that Save lives. Because your donation is so
important, you will be compensated for your time, Plasma: donation
is i::ompletely safe and easy, bring your books arid study _or just relax.

from the heaven and movement
from below the waist was believed
to have been evil," said Marsha
Sandberg, an SCSU senior.
President
Gus
Gaynor
commented during the conference
that he was impressed with the
motivation and willingness of the
SCSU students, who attended the
conference, to learn about the
world's cultures and people.
"I hope to get young people
involved with the association, so
they would have the opportunity to
apply for a grant and be exposed to
global perspectiveswhich will
enrich them for the rest of their
lives," Vora said. "Students are our
leaders for tomo·rrow, and we
cannot begin early enough to think
globally and act locally. In our
quest to enmbrace multiple
perspectives, we need to practice
seeing the world from multiple
viewpoints."

r--8"s.oo--7
I Bring this
I
: coupon for a :
1$5.00 bonus on 1
I
your first
I
I
donation.
I
I

Call for an appt. Today 259-6300
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Lincoln·Depot reopens after expanding
by Tom Maas
STAFF WRITER

After being closed for nearly
two and a

half months for

renovations, lhe Lincoln Depot Bar
and Grill, located at 629 Lincoln
Ave. S.E., reopened its doors Oct.
18. Its expanded dining section
opened last Friday.
Owner Mary Isaacs said the
changes are a result of the sale of
the Ri verboat Depot, located in
Sartell, which allowed her the
financial opportunity to renovate.

"I sold in Sartell so I could tie
myself to this place for another

twenty years," she said.
Isaacs'
changes
include
everything from a new bar and
carpeting to an expanded dining
area and minor menu changes.
"The menu is basically the
same. We added a Reuben, some
more

Matthew Hall, Shawn Kroll and SCSU student Jim Isaacs have a drink in Lincoln Depot;s new
addition, which features a mural painted by SCSU artist, senior Bill Lynch.
.

munchies

and

some

sandwiches," Isaacs said.
''The additionaJ seating is all
non-smoking and it lets us separate
the dining from the bar so we can
accommcxlate more types of people

at one time," Isaacs added.
Four large televisions, two new
pool tables and dart boards were
added to contribute to a sports bar
atmosphere.
The Lincoln Depot offers a
unique drink special that originated
six years ago when Isaacs
purchased the establishment. When
a train passes by, the first
customer to yell 'train' before an
employee does, receives a free
drink.
"We were re-shingling and the
first person to holler 'train' stayed
up on the roof while the other one
had to get down and haul up more
shingles, and then we just carried
the tradition down into the bar,"

Isaacs said.
With all the tradition and
improvements to the bar, Isaacs is
hoping she has found a fonnula for
continued success.
"We opened full-scale for the
first time on homecoming
weekend," Isaacs said. "It' ll be
easier to see how we're doing over
the next month."
For more infonnation, ca11 the
Lincoln Depot at 251-9211.

Local races .financially impact SCSU students
by Frank Rajkowski

I

STAFF WRITER

~]?fih~~

Clinton and Bob
Dole and the
U.S. Senate race
between Paul
Wellstone and
Rud)' Boschwitz
have _ drawn
more attention,
SCSU students have a chance to
vote in races for the State House of
Representatives and the State
Senate Nov. 5.
Despite the fact these races do
not get as much aucntion as their
big-ticket counterparts, the fact
remains that their outcome has
just as great, if not a greater, impact
on students' pocketbooks. The
decision to merge the state's
seven universities with its
Community and technical colleges
was made at the state level, as are
key decisions on financial aid,
student loans, tuition and health
can:.

To that end University
Chronicle asked the candidates in
both the race for the House seat in
District 16A and the Senate seat in
District 16 (each Senate district is
made up of two house districts) to
~nswer questions on three key
issues.
Note: In the race for the house
seat, Joe Opatz (DFL) is the
incumbent and Gary Sabby (R)
is his challenger. In the Senate
race, Dave Kleis (R) is the
incumbent and John Ellenbecker
(DFL) is his challenger.

Financial Aid
Financial
aid
and
its
accessibility is a major concern for
students. 1be decisions made in its
regard by·the state Legislature have
a major impact on students
statewide. The candidates were
asked what they saw as the biggest
problem with the financial aid
system in Minnesota and what they
would do to change it.
Opatz: "Arguably, the biggest
problem with the state financial
aid system has been that there's not
enough. It hasn't kept pace with the ·
costs of paying for an education
and the costs of living. FedcraJ
legislation recently passed will
allow us to increase our
resources at the (state) legislative
level by something like $15
million.
"I've heard that MnSCU will be
coming to the Legislature next
session to ask that a portion Of
funding from the state lottery be
used to target low-income fami lies
for financial aid. I have to sec the
specifics of that plan, but I'm in
favor of looking at something like
that.
"We've kind of reached a state
of equilibrjum with the private
schools. There's always that debate
over a significant amount of aid
going to private schools. I think
students should be able to pick
anywhere they want to go
and still have financial aid available
to them, but my concern is that we
sti ll
continue
to
target
low-income families. I' ve been
opposed to high tuition/high aid. I
think it's a bad policy because you
don't want higher tuition in
Minnesota relative to the rest of the

country. You ~ant college to be
affordable."
Sabby: I think the best way to
go about looking at financial aid is
to start off b)' getting suggestions
from students and administrators.
There are several issues when it
comes to financial aid. You have
the equity of distribution and the
mechanics of how it's distributed
and processed.
"If there are problems, we need
to hear from the students and figure

more money into the programs at
both the stale and federal level and
we need to make students more
aware of what's available.
"I'm a strong be liever that
higher tuition shou ld
not
necessarily mean high aid. I think
financial aid should be based on the
needs of the students. A student at
SCSU could be getting short•
changed while a student at a private
school may be getting six or seven
thousand dollars a year."

should be raised additionally at the
state level.
Opatz: "I supported increasing
the state's minimum wage before
the federal government took action.
We passed it,'' but (Gov. Ame
Carlson) vetoed the bill. However,
now that the federal government
has taken action, I think we've
visited the area for the time being."
Sabby: ''The minimum wage
was raised at the federa l level
recently and we should keep it a
fedcraJ issue. If Minnesota were to
raise its minimum wage, it may
drive out bus_inesses who would go
to other states where it wasn't as
high."

Kleis: "I supported raising the
minimum wage al the state level
before it was raised federally. I
support raising the minimum wage,
but it has to be unifonn among all
states."
Ellenbecker: "I would suppon
raising the minimum wage at the
state level in light of the recent raise
at the federal level."
out how to make 11 better. We
should always be open to
suggeStion,s."
Kleis: "'There needs to be more
accessibility to student loans,
especially among the middle class
whose parents, on paper, make
too much money. It shouldn't
matter what _the parents make, but
what the smdent •has available to
them.
'There also needs to be lower
interest rales and more time to pay
the loans back. We need to put

Ellenbecker: "Education has to
be a top priority, Access to public
education must be uni versa I.
Financial aid must be available that
allows all qualified people to access
the public system of higher
education."

Minimum Wage
Congress recently voted to raise
the minimum wage from $4.25 an
hour to $4.75 this year and to $5.15
in five years. Candidates were
asked whether the minimum wage

Health Care
How much should government
become involved in health care? Is
managed care a ·good way to make
health care more affordable, or is
competition better for all involved?
These
are
questions
that
legislators at both the state and
federal level must grapple with.

Go TO POUTICS, PAGE 8 •
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Web site aids students with decisions
Counseling center
developed web
site to help
students choose
major
by Holli Chitwood
STAFF WRITER

Most SCSU students are not
only thinking about what classes to

take, but also the careers they want
once they graduate, according to

SCSU counselor Lawrence Pfleger.
The counseling center on campus

now has more opportunities for
studeats to investigate different
fields and careers.
Among the plethora of
infonnation available on the
Internet is the counseling center's

new web site for career planning,
called St. Cloud State University's

Academic, Career
Planning ONLINE.
"A

new

and

resource

Life
we've

developed is the World Wide Web
site, or page, that is intended to

direct students to all the on-campus
career resources, offices and
activities, as well as provide a link
to the Internet." Pfleger said.
Prior to the creation of the new
web site, the counseling center and
career services each had their own
page. The new web siie links the
two together, lo making it easier for
students to get infonnation from
both services, Pfleger said.
At SCSU, the counseling
services usually advise students on
career planning during the first two
years by helping them select a
major,
providing
interest
inventories and connecting majors
to careers. After that, career
services helps with creating a
resume and getting letters of
recommendationS. According to

Pfleger, students are sometimes left
questioning what the next step is.
This web site provides the answers
to that question.
Academic, Career and Life
Planning ONLINE provides links
to the counseling "an~ related
services center; career services; Q7
readiness for work and career
project; and on-campus academic,
career and life planning resources.
A student can find out what is in
the career library at the counseling
office, get connected to the
Discover program, see what the
counseling services provide as far
as career counseling goes, get
infonnation from career services
and find where they are in the
academic, career and life process,
Pfleger said.
Through the site, students can
get assistance in assessing career
interests and learning about
SCSU's programs and the world of
work. The site aids students ifl

connecting interests, abilities and
Other people have been
values to academic programs and instrumentaJ in providing students
work and deciding on majors and with career guidance. According to
minors.
Pfleger, Rich Murray and Andy
Each of these connects with Ditlevson in career services, and
other places and infonnation from Roland Specht-Jarvis, the Q7
all over the United States that can coordinator, all had a part in linking
the infonnation together.
be used to advise students.
"I think the university is trying
"We can't help [students] decide
where they'll end up, but we can to communicate to students that we
think
that
your
help them figure out some next really
steps that will hopefully lead to concerns aOOut what you're going
something they will be happy with to do with your career after you
for the rest of their life," Pfleger graduate is important to us,"
Pfleger said. "So important that
said.
Funding for this was made we're going to tell you right up
JX>SSible by Q7, a quality initiative front on our home page that here
grant from the state university are some things you can do to get
system. One emphasis of the grant, assistance."
is preparing students for work and
This new web site can be
careers. As-a result, Pfleger thought reached through "the university's
is would be a good idea .to create homepage under Academic Career
the new web site.
and Life Planning or directJy by its
The resource was set up by address:
Pfleger and finished a few weeks http://www.stcloud.msus.edu/-cou
nseVaclp_ol.html.
·
ago.

Politics: local politicians share h¢th care views
The Minnesota Care program is a
state-sponsored health care plan
designed to provide affordable
health care to low-income families.
The program began in October,
1992. Minnesota was one of the
first states in the nation to
implement such a plan. Candidates
were asked what they saw as the
biggest problem with the health
care system and what could be
done to improve the system.

Opatz: "I had quite an
education on managed care
when I was doing research for
a bill I proposed that extended
maternity care stays in the
hospital.
'The fact that mothers and
newborns were being bounced
out of the hospitai after one
or two days is an example of
the excesses of this managed
care system. We have to find

ATTENTION
PRE-BUSINESS
STUDENTS

a balance and that's the role of the
Legislature."
Sabby: "I'm a licensed
insurance agent and so I deal
with health care · issues a lot. I
have people coming to me to
get the health insurance they
need for their family or business.
"Right now, in Minnesota, we
have reduced competition and
expanded managed care. That's

going to lead to less choices and
higher costs. It looks good right
now, but we may be in for a rude
awakening in the next few years."
Kleis: ''I'm not a real big fan of
managed care, but Minnesota
Care has driven down costs. One
of the biggest things, though, is
that there needs to be more
competition. Competition drives
down prices.

PAGE 7
"We also need Tort Refonn
to get rid of some of the
frivolous lawsuits. A lot of times
procedures are perfonned simply
to eliminate the chance of a
lawsuit."
EUenbecker. "Access. We must
make sure that every one has access
to health care. We also need to
reduce the cost of managing the
system."

A'f]'E,Nl'ION, SENIORS!
Senior Pledge
Informational
Session:

Experience the
Senior Pledge
opportunities
You are required to come to
the Student Services Office to
obtain your ACCESS CODE, .
THE DAY BEFORE YOU ARE
SCHEDULED TO REGISTER.
Advisers wil be available in BB 123,·
8 a.m. - 4 p.m. ·.
·
Starting October 28
for Winter Quarter 1997

Thursday, November 5th
5-6 pm
Atwood: St. Croix Room

s
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SCSU readies for biggest test Hus~ies
=-----,------,

byKerryCo/lins
SPORTS EDITOR

by Brian Wierima

Don't be mistaken; this is the big
one for the Husky football squad.
SCSU travels to the University
of Nebraska - Omaha this
weekend with Husky playoff hopes

STAFF WRITER

on the line.
'This game definitely makes or

breaks our season," said sophomore
receiver Mike McKinney. "If thlngs
go our way, we still have an outside
chance for the playoffs."
The Huskies (4-4 overall, 3-3
North Central Conference) will face
the upstart Mavericks (7-1 overall,
5-1 NCC), who are tied with South
Dakota State University for the
NCC lead.
UNO was predicted by the
preseason coaches poll to place
eighth in the NCC, but since has

rolled over everyone in its path including North Dakota State
University and the University of
North Dakota.
The only Maverick loss came
against Mankato State University
- a 16-15 MSU win.
''That 5-1 is not a fluke,"
Mcl(jnney said. "We respect them
as much as anybody."
The Mavericks are contenders
-- -now, and will be taken seriously 15y
the Huskies, despite SCSU scoring
77 points against them in their last
two meetings combined.
"They've been at the bottom of
the barrell for quite awhile and now
they've just been winning," said
SCSU head coach Noel Martin..
"They:ve_~n just getting ~y ~
not wmrung by much, but 1t stJII
counts as a W."
Offensively, the Huskies will
have to use a balanced attack, Noel
Martin said. ·
The Mavs will use an eight-man
front, a familiar sight. for SCSU
because of talented seni<_>r running

blast BSU

File Photo

SCSU running back Randy Martin will be one of the keys this weekend as the Huskies face the
University of Nebraska - Omaha, the top team in the North Central Conference.
back Randy Martin, making the
Husky passing game important.
'They will put eight men in the
box to stop our run, so we have to
be able to throw the football," Noel
Martin said. "Randy is an important
part of our offense, but we have to
be able to do both the run and the
pass very well to win."
On defense, the Huskies will
have their hands full with a quick
team that is very gcxxi at running
the Of)tion.
"Their backs are good and they
run the option very well," Noel
Martin said. 'Their receivers are

fast too, so we'll have to watch
everything. They're a very balanced
team."
The game is slated to begin at 7
p.m., a start later than the Huskies
are used to.
"Most of us haven't played a
game under the lights since high
school," McKinney said. "But
when it's a game like this, that's this
big, you push all that stuff back and
get ready to go out and win."
The trek down to Omaha will,
n(){ be an easy one. The Huskies
will travel seven hours by bus and
stay overnight.

The whole ordeal of getting
down there places more stress on
the squad.
"Any time you travel seven
hours, it's not easy," Noel Martin
said. "It's going to be a long trip,
but the guys will have to adjust."
The Huskies know the
importance of the contest with
UNO, and they also know the
consequences, Noel Martin said.
''If everything works out, we
could even tie for the conference
championship," he said. "But we
have to beat Omaha first. Right now
this is the big one."

Spikers setfor North Dakota swing
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

"Fargo."
As big as the hit box office movie is in the
video stores, the SCSU volleyball team will take
aim at being an even bigger hit on the volleyball
court in Fargo as the Huskies travel to both
Grand Forks and Fargo, N.D.
Friday night, SCSU (17-9 overall, 9-5 North
Central Conference) will begin the first of four
straight road matches which will take them to the
University of North Dakota in Grand Forks.
The Huskies defeated UNO (9-19 overall, 29 NCC) at home in the teams' first encounter 1715, 15-6, 15-9, and are coming off an emotional
home weekend sweep which saw SCSU knock
off the fourth-ranked Nebraska-Omaha
Mavericks.
"It was a great feeling last weekend to win
our final two home games of the year," said
SCSU senior middle hitter Sarah Winter. "It n(){
only felt good for the seniors, winning our final
home games, but it felt good for the whole team
as well."
The successful home stand was crucial in
keeping the Huskies post-season regional

tournament hopes alive, but this weekend will be
just as big because they are facing UNO and one
of the toughest teams in the nation· Saturday
night at North Dakota State University.
·
Despite their record, UND is always tough at
home. This season the Fighting Sioux lead the
NCC in team service aces with 2.42 per game.
The real test will come Saturday night against
NDSU. The third-ranked Bison (23-3 overall,
11-1 NCC) defeated SCSU in four games in the
previous meeting and Tuesday night were
handed their first conference loss of the season
by Augustana College in three games.
"We're not anticipating a let-down," said
junior outside hitter Juley Viger, "If we keep the
same intensity level up that we had against UNO,
we should be able to beat both teams this
weekend."
One change that SCSU head coach Dianne
Glowatzke said she will make for this road trip is
inserting Winter and sophomore outside hitter
Shelly Geyen into the starting lineup.
"Geyen played really well in the Omaha
game and the way Winter came in and played
against (UNO) has earned them a starting role
Friday night against UNO," Glowatzke said.
NDSU is led by senior setter Pam Stencel

who played a major role in the Bison's four game
victory over the Huskies in Halenbeck Hall.
Stencel recently became NDSU's all-time set
assist leader and has 1,039 assists this season.
"In order to beat NDSU this time around, we
need to play better defense against Stencel,"
Viger said. "Last time we played (NDSU)
Stencel killed us with her tip and she had a great
setting game too,"
Glowatzke said the key to the Huskies' recent
success is the way the intensity, particularly with
the seniors on the team, has stepped up.
"Our seniors have really picked up their play
as well as their intensity," Glowatzke said. "It is
up to the (seniors) if we want to come away with
two wins this weekend. If they continue to play
with that much intensity, it should filter down to
the rest of the team."
Friday's game against UND is slated for a 6
p.m. start at the Hyslop SJX}rts Arena.
Saturday's game with NDSU will tip off at 7
p.m. at the Bentson Bunker Fieldhouse in Fargo,
N.D.
"Everytime we go to North Dakota it's a fun
trip," Winter said. "NDSU has a strong volleyball
following and they always have big crowds, so it
should be a lot of fun."

While everyone was scurrying
for shelter from the cold wind and
rain Tuesday, the SCSU women's
soccer team was braving the
conditions to beat first-year
program Bemidji State University
5-0 at Halenbeck Field.
Due to what was described as
"miserable weather conditions" by
coach Shellee Lamie, the game was
cut short to 70 minutes instead of
the regular 90 minutes. The game
was also interrupted by lighting for
15 minutes.
In those 70 minutes, the Huskies
dominated every aspect of the
game. SCSU outshot Bemidji State
41-0.
The ball was in the Beaver's
zone for the majority of the game.
'The defense had a good game,"
sophomore midfielder Jen DeMers
said. 'They passed well and the
defense should be given credit for
(shutting out Bemidji)."
DeMers led all scoring in the
game with two goals.
Beaver freshtnan goalkeeper
,Kelly Harava had 15 s:lves.
Sophomore goalkeeper Alyssa
Halverson had an easy game with
no shots on goal by Bemidji.
SCSU Sophomore forward
Chris Fleischer started the scoring
with an assist by team scoring
leader Ann Hultgren, freshman.
DeMers followed with her first goal
soon after with an assist by
sophomore defender Michelle
McGeehan.
Hultgren and Fleischer nipflopped ~d results as Hultgren
scored and Fleischer had an assist to
open the second half at the 39:00
mark. Last week's hero, junior
midfielder Amy Jo Johnson, scored
theJHuskies' fourth goal at the 2:00
mark with the assist going to senior
Marlene McCormick.
DeMers recorded her second
goal at the I :00 with senior
midfielder/stopper Jen Johnson
picking up the assist.,
The weather made controlling
the ball much harder, DeMers said.
She said the game was much
tougher to play because of the mud
and rain. But that didn't stop the
team from having fun.
"Everybody was psyched to
win," DeMers said. "We went out to
have fun ."
Lamie said her team played the
best they could in that kind of
weather.
'There were puddles all over the
field," Lamie said. "But they still
kept the ball on the ground and did
well passing."
The win extends the Huskies'
unbeaten streak at eight games and
boosts their record to 7-9-2
Bemidji's loss drops them to 012.
The season finale for SCSU is
Saturday against the University of
Minnesota-Duluth. Kickoff is
scheduled for I p.m.
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Wmgman Parrish
scores big for SCSlJ
by Kerry Collins·

Parrish on the first scoring line, a trio Parrish
has_ come to appreciate and enjoy playing
amongst.
"It's been great playing with them because
Putting the puck into the net has never
been one of the shortcomings of SCSU you get to know where they'll be almost
winger Marie Parrish - and linemate Matt without looking," Parrish said. "We all realize
that all three·of us can finish and know that we
Cullen knows it
"Great scorer," Cullen said. "If I had to use can hold our own."
Parrish wears number 21 for the Huskies,
two words to describe him, that's what they'd
his number as a Jaguar in high school. Along
be. Goal scoring is his thing."
Parrish, an SCSU sophomore and graduate with keeping tys high school number, Parrish
of Bloomington Jefferson High School, has other superstitions before games.
"Cullen and I have to do the same
scored 15 goals his freshman season and
tallied his first goal of this season last handshake before games," Parrish said. "I also
have a few other handshakes with other
Saturday against St. Lawrence University.
I Last year, Parrish scored the only hat trick players that we do."
Bloomington Jefferson has been a hotbed
for the Huskies, and tallied three goals in four
games with Colorado College, who SCSU for recruiting for the University of Minnesota,
but
Parrish chose SCSU over' the Gophers for
plays this weekend in Colorado Springs.
I Despite playing against two of the nation's a variety of reasons.
"I've never been one to follow a leader. I
top goaltenders at CC, Parrish tributes his line
for his success against one of the best teams in like to go out on my own,'' Parrish said. '1
liked the staff, I liked the atmosphere and I
the country.
"I didn't really change the way I played, I just wanted to get away from the (lwin
just got some more opportunities and took Cities)."
Once Parrish chose to be a Husky instead
advantage of them," Parrish said.
Although he is known for his scoring On of a Gopher, questions came his way.
"People expected me to go to the 'U' and
SCSU's potent top line, hi s game is
when I strayed away all the questions came
sharpening in every aspect.
"His goal scoring ability is his greatest up," Parrish said. "All these kids from
Jefferson
were going to the 'U,' and I had to
asset, but he's good with the puck down low
and he has good hands and he plays both ends . get away."
Because of the expectations for Parris_h to
of the ice real well," Cullen said. "He's just a
attend_ the U of M, it only makes those games
great all-around player."
Cullen and Parrish played together outside more mtense.
"Because of all that, I love playing against
of Husky unifonns last year at the Junior
National Tournament for Team USA. The them," Parrish said. "We're just as good as
experience only made things better for the they are this year and there is no reason we
shouldn't beat them."
linemates.
Cullen just hopes Parrish continues doing
"We've played together a lot and for a long
time and it helps a lot," Cullen said. "Playing what he does best.
"It certainly helps having a player out
with him has helped me and it's definitely
there who can finish," Cullen said. "He just
been a good experience for us."
Junior Sacha Molin joins Cullen and has a knack for scoring goals."
SPORTS EDITOR

..
Julia PetersonlPHaro F.DfTOR
Husky sophomore wingman Mark Parrish has enjoyed scoring success in his
time at SCSU. The Huskies travel to Colorado Springs, Colo., this weekend to face
Colorado College, a learn Parrish has scored three goals against in four games.
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We're Norwest, a growing, diversified $78 billion financilll
services company, based ln Minneapolis, MN. Our
strong financial performance along with a willingness aQd
ability to go to the Nth degree for our customersJaa
earned us worldwide trust and respect.
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This is our driving force as we recruit for our Commerc
Banking Associates Program. This 12 month program
attracts and develops Undergraduate and
MBA candidates who are leaders. It's an unparalleled
Opportunity to gain sktlls and knOwledge working with the
Industry's best at our Twin Cities tfeadquarters.

Cly.Jes.J,,.le Cor,ier Gift Shop
1020 Industrial Dr. S.
in Sauk Rapids, off Hwy. 10
(320) 251-7375
Hours: M-F 11:30-5'30
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• Amber Bock • Red Wolf • Bud Ice
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The program begins July 1997 with two months or
Intensive classroom training, and meetings with Senior
Management, followed by rotations through key
businesses like World Banking, Business panking,
Corporate Trust, and Asset Based Lending.
To quallfy you must have a Bachelor's degree or MBA,
preferably with an emphasis in Accounting, Finance,
Marketing or Economics. In addition, an interest In or
aptitude for sales, and strong communication,
problem solving and analytical skills are required.

We invite you to attend a reception on
Monday, November 4 in the Herbert Room of the
Atwood Center from 5:30-6:30pm to learn more
about Noiwest and the ~soci81tes Program.
Interviews will be conducted Friday, Novem~ 8.
For more information about how you cian
take advantage of this opportunity,
please contact your Career Placement Office.
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WHACK

WHACK

WHACK

News

News

News

_WHACK
News

Husky Magazine

Husky Magazine

Husky Magazine

Husky Magazine

Watch UTVS!
- - + - - - - - - + - - - - - - + 1 St. Cloud State University
Televison
---+-M_on_da_y_Ni_ght_Li_ve-+------HOnly on TCI Cable Channel 6!

WORKAROUND
YOUR CLASSES
YOUR COMMITMENTS
YOUR BREAKS
WORK 'TIL AROUND
YEAR END

-

A RIA Communications , a direct marketing company with the personal touch ...
W_e have a ·number of seasonal -po*sitions available handwriting notes 'in our office
to past donors of our various clients.
ARIA
•
•
•
•
•
•

hand writers experience:
flexible scheduling between the hours of 8:30 a . m. and 8 p.m.
hourly base wage plus bonuses based on individual and team performance!
paid orientation
competitive _b enefits including our Earning and Learning Program
convenient down town loc_ation, right on the bus line
pleasant, low stress work environment
·

If you have legible cursive or scripted handwriting and would like to be
part of a team tha.t helps worthwhile causes, stop in and apply in person
(Mon. - Fri., 9 a.m . - 4 p . m., second floor in our Administrative Office.
No phone calls, please.) or send a handwritten (NOT printed) letter
including only your name, work history and phone number to:

•

Ai1R

COMMUNICATIONS

Human Resources Development Department
717 West St. Germain
St. Cloud, MN 56301

General erection
Tuesday) November 5
U.S. President
BobDole(R)

President Bill Clinton (D)

On education: Dole will create penalty-free IRA withdrawals for

On education: Signed a budget containing 200,000 more work study

ra:i~~~~:n~it~ca:io;i~~f;~ic;el~:~~~:o~a1~~g:~~;
education, as well as a deduction for two years of education at a

community college.
On abortion: Pro-choice.

On crime: Clinton will put 100,000 more police pn the streets, wants
to maintain the "three strikes and you're out" policy for violent offenders,
and promote the conceplof community policing. He signed the Brady Bill, which has prevented
more than.60,000 criminals from buying guns.

Phone: (612) 310-9630 (Minn. campaign headquarten)
WWW: www.dolekemp96.org

Phone: (612) 642-9600 (Minn. campaign headquarters)
WWW: www.cg96.org/new/index.htm

g

higher education, create education investment accounts, and restore the
interest dedm;:tion for student loans. He will also increase funding for loan
programs and the maximum Pell grant award amount for the most needy
students.
On abortion: Pro-life,
On crime: The federal government must work .in partnership with
state and local governments. Dole will increase drug education, increase
funding for state prison construction, create stiffer penalties for serious juvenile offenders, and
establish a nationaJ instant check system to keep guns OUt of the hands of criminaJs.

U.S. Senate
Sen. Paul Wellstone (D)

Rudy Boschwitz (R)

On higher education: Access to affordable education is key to
Minnesota students. That's why I fought to restore $2.7 billion in
education funding, and why I support a $10,0CMJ tax deduction for middle
class families for higher education or job training.
On gun control: I support a ban on military-style assault weapons.
The ban aJso specificaJ!y protects 670 types of sporting and hunting rifles.
I strongly support the rights of law-abiding hunters and other citizens to
own and bear arms.
On the environment: In the last Congress. we faced an unprecedented assault on our
environmental protections. I led the fight and won against these efforts and saved our clean air
and water protections.
On abortion: I am pro-choice. I do not believe the government should be involved with
what should be a private decision between a woman, her doctor, and her religious adviser.

Boschwilz could rwl be reached for commenl.
On higher education: Wants to e;r;pand the college loan programs
J
and establish a tuition tax credit.
~,~t .
On gun control: Supports the current ban on assualt weapons, but
~ . •
opposes placing a ban on canying concealed handguns.
On the environment: Opposes banning motorized traffic in the
BWCA, but wants more wilderness protection for Voyageurs National
Park.
On abortion: Infonnation unavailable.
Phone: (612) 545-9696
WWW: www.rud)'.com

Phone: (612) 643-0828
WWW: www.wellstone.org

Dean Barkley (Reform)
On higher education: Higher education costs cannot continue to
escalate two to three times the rate of inflation. Without cost containment,
all the student loan programs in the world will not make a college
education a reality if you cannot afford to pay off the loans.
On gun control: The second amendment is as important as all of the
others and needs to be protected from unwarranted intrusion. I would be
willing to extend the prohibition of owning a gun to a convicted spouse
abuser. Anything beyond this I would not support.
On abortion: Even though I am personally pro-life, I do not feel I can impose my
religiously-based moral values on a family or woman facing their own personal crisis.
On the environment: The biggest environmental issue facing Minnesota is dealing with
nuclear waste. Right behind this issue is the failure of our nation to adequately research and
develop aJtemative energy sources, such as solar or wind power.
Phone: (612) 559-3116

U.S. House District 7
Rep. Collin C. Peterson (DFL)
On education: Maintaining and improving student loan and Pell grant
programs, Headslart and Chapter I. The help we give to students and
research is most important.
On the environment: We need environmental regulation, but we've

!~::

:~~{=~

::i~u:=:iticg!epsha;~~~
n:w~~gh~~d
ordinary people ate aJways wrong.
On same-sex marriages: I supported the bill that banned same-.sc;r;

marriages.
On abortion: I am pro-life.
On gun control: I am against it. I don't think it works.
Phone: (320) 202-0314

Darrell McKigney (R)
McKigney could nol be reached for comment.
On education: McKigney supports. e;r;panding the college loan
program, as well as having a tuition tax credit.
·
On the environment: He opposes banning motorized traffic in the
BWCA.
On same-sex marriages: Unknown.
'
On abortion: McKigney supports making abortions illegaJ, with the
e;r;ception of cases in which there' is a medical emergency or if a woman is raped.
On gun control: He opposes banning assault weapons and carrying concealed handguns.
Phone: (320) 202-8166

Universlty Chronicle encourages
eligible members of the campus
community to exercise their right
to vote on Election Day.

ON

State Senate
Sen. David Kleis (R)
On higher education: The most important issue facing Minnesota
today is the cost of tuition. For the last couple of years, tuition for higher
education has increased at twice the rate of intlati0n. Further exaggerating
this trend is the decline in the state's appropriation for higher education as
a percentage of the overall budget.
On the environment: The most important environmentaJ issue facing
Minnesota today is the current debate over the future of the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area and Voyageurs National Park
On abortion: I'm pro-life.
Oi:i raising speed limils: I supported a bill passed by the 1996 Legislature which authorized
an increase in the speed limit to 65 mph on freeways and expressways outside urbanized areas
with a population in excess of 50,000.
'
Phone, (320) 253-9535

II

John Ellenbecker (DFl)

On higher education: Equity of funding within and between the
systems and providing a level of financial assistance so that access is
available to qualified applicants.
On the environment: We need to emphasize environmental
protection, but we need to make it more user-friendly.
On abortion: I am opposed to abortion, but would not seek to recriminalize it. The answer is to prevent unwanted pregnancies through
education and to provide women with reliable options if they choose to
take a pregnancy to tenn, not to send women and doctors to prison.
On raising speed limits: Rural freeway speed limits should be 70. 55-60 on urban urban
freeways and all other highways. .
Phone: (320) 656-9192

State House District 16A
Rep. Joseph Opatz (DFL)
On higher education: Funding. The state's support for higher
education has slipped from 15 percent of tl_lC budget ten years ago to
about 10 percent today. That is why tuition has increased faster than the
rate of inflation. I support increased funding for public higher education.
On the environment: Unplanned urban sprawl in the St. Cloud-Twin
Cities-Rochester corridor has had a number of adverse consequences on
the enviro~ent, including groundwacer contamination and loss of
agricultural land and open spaces.
On abortion: I don't find these tenns very useful. But because of my record in support of
efforts to reduce the number of abortions in Minnesota, I am genera1ly classified by others as
"pro-life."
On raising speed limits: I think speeds can be increased on interstate systems.
Phone: (320) 252-1138

IJ

Gary Sabby (R)

On higher education: Education should be a top priority in this stale.
It should be a primary focus and I would try to work hand-in-hand with
university administrators, as well as those in K-12 to insure that it is.
On the environment: We all have an ecological responsibility and
those who pollute ought to pay for it. I'm a business person, so I'm not
anti-business, but we need to look at the industries and the technology
available to prevent pollution.
On abortion: I'm pro-life.
On raising the speed limit: On interstates and highways designated for higher speeds and
it should be increased. Most four-lane highways were made for higher speeds, but we need to
have stricter enforcement along with that.
Phone: (320) 259-8612

State House District 16B (does not include scsu)
Rep. Jim Knoblach (R)

Kathy Tracy (DFL)

On higher education: The state needs to look at ways at making
higher education more ·affordable. As a first step, it should make sure
students can actually finish their undergraduate degree ·in four years.
On the environment: An even bigger issue (than the Boundary
Waters) on my mind is the pollution of the Minnesota River and the need
to clean it up. I was involved in this issue in helping get money allocated
toward cleaning up the river by purchasing marginal farmland along the
river that could be restored to wetlands, but-much more needs to be done
On abortion: I am pro-life.
On raising speed limits: The stale should look at increasing speed limits on rural interstates
(to 70 mph) and certain four-land highways that were originally designed for speeds of 65 mph.
Phone: (320) 252-6179

On higher education: I think funding is the biggest issue. Students
who need assistance are having a hard time getting through. 1nere's not
enough to go around and its so expensive to try and repay it.
On the environment: To me, the whole problem is that conservation
is not getting taken as seriously today. Now, all you hear about is the cost
to business and how much these things cost.
On abortion: I am pro-life.
On raising speed limits: No, they should not You raise the speed
limits, you raise the number of deaths on the highways. People all go Over the speed limit
anyway. Raise it and see what happens. Also, the issue is tied into ~nservation. Originally, one
of the reasons they.lowered the speed limit to 55 mph was because studies showed, in part, that
lower speeds lowered fuel emissions.
Phone: (320) 253-2513

Proposed Amendments to Minnesota Constitution

About this section

AMENDMENT 1: To authorize bonus for Persian Gulf War veterans. The amendment
would permit the state Legislature to provide compensation to veterans wryD served in the U.S.
Armed Forces during the Gulf War. Money would come from the st.ace and would allow
pledging of public money. The Legislature would define the duration of the Gulf War.

Candidates were each asked to answer a series of questions, and the
questions remained consistent between direct opponents.
Responses are kept .as close to their original form as possible, but are edited

AMENDMENT 2: To provide for recall or elected officials: The amendment would make
the following state officers subject to recall from office by voters: governor, lieutenant governor1
secretary of state, auditor, treasurer, attorney general, judges of the Minnesota Supreme Court,
court of appeals or district court. Grounds for recall would be established by the_Supreme Court.

for SP!'lling, grammar, and space limitations. If a candidate could not be reached
directly, information gathered from various sources was used to compile
position statements.
The position statements are intended to be summaries, not complete
statements on the issues. Those with more questions regarding candidates'
platforms are encouraged to contact the individual candidates.
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Date-rape drug possibly used locally
Recently reported
date-rape cases could
be caused by potent
Rohypnol drug
by Sarah Tieck
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Rohypnol, commonly called the "daterape" drug or "rophies" may have been
used in St. Cloud and near campus.
"It has been believed to be just because of
some of the case scenarios that have come
through," said Nancy Bronson, client services
coordinator at the CentraJ ?v1N Sexual Assault
Center.
Three women have reported experiences

to the CMSAC which suggest evidence
of usage of Rohypnol. According
to
Bronson,
each
of
the
women reported drinking one to two
drinks during an evening at house parties
and
the
bars
and
then
later
remembering nothing of the evening's
events.
"We're aware of the fact that stuff can
happen, but as far as we know it hasn't," said
Jim Martin, a manager at the Red Carpet
Niteclub, of recent reports of the usage of the

drug.
Rohypnol is a white pill which is slightly
larger than an aspirin, but smaller than
a Tums, according to the Minnesota
Department of Human Services. "It's
a sedative-type hypnotic drug," Bronson
said.
Rohypnol is IO times more potent than
Valium. Bronson said the drug takes effect in
20 to 30 minutes and sedation lasts 8 hours
with a dosage of 2 mg.
Rohypnol first appeared in the United

Kristim WhiuJPH(J(O 11...Llfffi«flON

Some suspect that Rohypnol may have been used at some local bars and house parties.
States in the early 1990s, and the Minnesota
Department of Human Services sent out its
first drug alert memorandum in July,
1995.
The
illegal
drug,
readily
available and relatively inexpensive at $2-$3
per pill, was first used in southern states
such as Texas and Florida and manufactured
in Mexico and Columbia.
It is generally mixed with aJcohol or other
drugs.
The combination is said to enhance and

intensify feelings of drunkenness, as well as
cure hangovers, etc.

LaDue, coordinator of sexual assault services
and assistant director at the Women's Center.

Rohypool does act as a sedative and
a disinhibitor. It is often used in
situations involving date or acquaintance
rape.

LaDue
and
Bronson
both
recommend being cautious while in a
social
situation
involving alcohol.
They advise not accepting drinks
from strangers, and not allowing
strange
people
to
refill
glass.

The drug is a real and pertinent threat
in party situations, in the bars and in
any
scenario
invOlving
alcoholic
beverages.
"Alcohol takes away people's ability to
recognize dangerous situations," said Lee

..

"When
you're
faced
with
something outside of what you think
is reality, it puts your mind in kind of
a shock," LaDue explained.

Alertness, familiarity protect against assault
by Sarah Tieck
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Personal safety and self-defense
are a concern and a pertinent issue
for students - whether they are
riding the bus, walking home in the
dark or drinking socially with
friends.
Sexual assault is another
common concern for college
students.

You know when that little voice is
saying this person d-Oesn't seem safe or
d-Oesn't respect women.
Lee LaDue
COORDINATOR OF SEXUAL ASSAULT SERVICES

Contrary to most people's
beliefs, most assaults occur during
the dayl ight hours and by an
acquaintance.

the
Women's Center and
coordinator of sexual assault
services.

For example, a woman
may walk home with a
male friend from an evening out
to avoid being alone on the

"People don't like to hear that
because people don't want to think
about who they know that could be
capable of (that)," said Lee
LaDue, assistant director of

People are relaxed and less
guarded around those they know
and trust, so many assaults are
perpetrated by familiar and known
people, rather than strangers.

streets.

Although she walked home
with another person for protection,
the scenario changes and she is

instead taken advantage of, or
raped, by the friend who escorted
her home because she'd let her
guard down. The danger signs
and warnings were missed.
"Students have to watch some of
the choices they make," said
Nancy BrOnson, client services
coordinator at the Central MN
Sexual Assault Center.
Risky situations can be avoided
and overcome by practicing caution
and staying alert.
"I don't think the answer is to be
suspicious of people," LaDue said.
An important tool for rape and
assault prevention is to take time to
learn the neighborhood streets,
know where the well-lit areas are,
and
know
the
24-hour

establishments and populated -areas.
"One of the things that I always
teach individuals is to definitely
know their surroundings," Bronson
said.
Some other precautions to take
include avoiding secluded areas
such as parks, keeping hands free of
packages and bags, being aware of
people's lxxly language and being
assertive.
"In a situation where· you are
about to be banned; it's okay not to
be nice," Bronson said

Another important guideline
is to trust gut instincts. "You
know when that little voice is
saying this person doesn't seem
safe or doesn't respect women,"
LaDue said.
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African vibrations .r esound in Quarry
perfonnance by the Minneai,olis-

b:y Jeff Dahler

to promote African culture to the
campus populati.on. Adou saicfif the
culture is made more visible on
campus,
Stereotypes
and
misconceptions can be more easily
combated.
"We want to bring out the
African culture," Adou said. 'This
way we can answer questions
about the culture and the
possible stereotypes (about the
African culture) that are out
there."
Dick Andzcnge, professor
of Criminal Justice and member
of the African Studies Program said
theevent
is
a
great alternative for individuals
interested in other cultures. He
said it gave African students
a chance
to
have
some
"nostalgic" feelings about their
homeland.
Adou said one of the biggest
stereotypes people have is that
Africa is a ·country. She said it
is very important to realize
that Africa is a continent. It has
many
countries and many

based band, "Shalita."

STAFF WRITER

Delphine Adou, treasurer of

Friday night, the Quarry will be
filled with African food, fashion
and music.
.
The SCSU African Student
Association invites all to "come

experience African and Caribbean
vibrations," with its presentation of

Africa Night.
This event will take place Friday
Nov. 1 at the Quarry in the Atwood
Memorial Center from 9 p.m. to I
a.m. Admission is free.and
food tickets are being sold in
Atwood.
The event will feature various
aspects of African culture,

including different foods; a fashion
show, as well as African and
Caribbean music.
An expected highlight of the
evening will be the musical

ASA, said Shalita plays Afro-

Caribbean music, which consists of
African, Reggae and Calypso styles
of music. Adou said the music is
what ~ill draw people to Africa
Night.
"We decided we wanted .to use
music because students can feel it,''
Adou said. 'They can move to it,
they can dance tri it"
Adou said ASA wants people in
the campus community to
appreciate the work they are doing
to prorilote cultural,diversity.
"It's about bringing the club into
view of people on campus," Adou
said.
"We
want
campus
students and faculty to know about
our involvement with this
campus."
The main goal of Africa Night is

We wanted to use music because
students can feel it. They can move to it,
they can tulnce to it.

1..1.1l~~P1e think we (Africans) are

:!:,~i,':'t;v~~~;~g';'\~;~:~;~
~~:,u~~.~h country has its own

Delphine Adou

ASA is planning to sponsor at
AFRICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION TREASURER
least one major cultural event
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · each quarter. Adou said a cultural

I

t could be a long
two or four
years for you if
you don't vote
Tuesday.
will be
told

at gatherings
whenever you want
to debate a cohort
on the finer points
ofpolitics or life in
America as we
know it.
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the campus, it would be one way to
have · a positive relationship
With the community,'' Andzenge
said. "It would be great if
people in the community could use
this campus as a place to have
positive interactions with the
students."
Turnout
for
the
event is expected to be at least 100
people.
Adou
said
people
interested in trying out some of the
different types of food should come
early, before the festivities begin.
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event could consist of a .guest
speaker, · or any other type of
pcrfonnancc that deals with
improving cultural diversity on
campus.
Andzcnge said it might be
an inlet for members of the
community to come to the
campus. He said this mig~t be one
way the university can put a
positive twist on what has been
happening on campus in recent
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Bravo Burritos offers satisfying service, fare
Food Quality

Cleanliness

~b12l~~
In all my visits to Bravo Burritos, the super burrito reigns
supreme as my most ordered item. Served with tortilla chips,
it represents the pinnacle of good Mexican food. Cheese, rice,
beans. meat and sauce are combined into a tortilla-wrapped
cylinder thal is far more than the sum of its parts. The
combination of tastes is exquisite. Each bite communicates
more variety of flavor than an entire meal at most restaurants.
After finishing a Bravo's super burrito, the word "satisfied"
takes on a completely new meaning.

by Lloyd Dalton
Fooo CRITIC

~~~~
'Although the restaurant might appear to be somewhat
dusty at first glance, closer inspection reveals a rather wellkept interior. The lighting is somewhat dim in places, but the
general condition of Bravo Burritos is neatfa11d clean.

There are two Bravo Burritos Mexicatesse"ns in St. Cloud,
one downtown and one at 69 33rd Avenue So. The downtown

A meal for two generally costs upwards of fifteen dollars.
This is well above the price at Taco Bell, but the quality of
food makeS up for it. Drinks are a different matter. A large
glass of pop contains little more than a medium at most
establishments and costs $1.10. ln addition, there are no free
refills. By the time the food is ready, my drink is usually
almost gone. Since spicy Mexican food demands liquid
refreshment, this is the single biggest annoyance about a
Bravo Burritos dining experience.

location is much more accessible to college students, being ,
only a short walk from SCSU. The general area also contains
Hemsing's Deli, the Meeting Grounds coffee shop aod House
of Pizza, making it somewhat-of a paradise for the taste buds.
In spite of their proximity, each eating establishment has a
unique atmosphere and quite different features from the

others. Bravo Burritos is no exception.

Atmosphere

Service

~~~b12l

"Cozy" would be a good word to describe the inside of the
restaurant. Though far from large, the table layout is
convenient for movement. The walls are decorated in
Mexican style, large potted plants lend a pleasant aspect to the
interior and the Spanish-style background music adds to the
provincial atmosphere. Copies of several newspapers are
available for reading, which makes the short wait for food
pass quickly.

Bravo Burritos is one of the few restaurants I've been in
where the employees act like real people. Plastic smiles and
fawning servers
nowhere to be found. Tips are left in a jar
at the counter before the meal, which is politely brought to the
table.
•
This is an extremely refreshing and welcome change from
most restaurants, which seem to believe that acting as servile
as possible is the key to respect

are

Variety

Overall

~~~~

~b12lb12l~

The selec!i!:>n of menu choices is astounding. Dishes
ranging from simple burritos and tacos to elaborate platters
are displayed on a large board. A description of each
selection's ingredients is very helpful in picking from the large
list of choices. Most meals offer the option of beef, sausage or
several styles of chicken for meat, and a choice of sauce
ranging from very mild to eye-wateringly hot

Clayton Allen, sophomore, enjoys a burrito in the
cory confines of Bravo Burrito'• downtown location
on Friday. The westside location is smoke-free.

It Jew m£nutes
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SCSU students are lucky to have a Bravo Burritos so close
to campus. The excellent variety and'unparalleled taste of the
food makes the experience of eating there unlike any
other.
Though prices are slightly higher than fast-food
Mexican places, the food more than makes up for it. The
lack, of refills and high price of drinks is the only
thing that drags down an otherwise perfect eating
experience.
However, when I leave, I leave sati sfied and
looking forward to the next burrito.

Lukas Johnson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHF.R
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Dead's new live album fitting legacy

[I

withMinniePearl,theirmusicwas

·

the Beat Generation crashing into

"E.urope 72" or even 1990's
"Without A Net," ·but it does serve

Bluegrass. Mixing Jazz, Country,

to provide the record-buying public

Blues and Rock and Roll, like some a glimpse as to what a live Dead
gypsy alchemists with a head full of experience was like in the band's
acid, the Dead left behind a number , last decade of existence. And, on
of compelling studio alh.Jms. But certain selections, the band sounds
more importantly, the band never as great as ever.

~i~ s~:!:~;aiiv~i:~~:iC:t

midnight, it was hit or miss. The
nights it hit were the stuff of
legend.

by Frank Rajkowski
MUS/CCR/TIC

Although he passed away in
1995, the grizzly mountain man
mug of Jerry Garcia is still smiling
down on today's music scene like a
sly Cheshire Cat with a known •
fondness for peyote.
The legacy of Garcia and the
Grateful Dead is readily apparent
not just in the music of
improvisational
bands
like
Phish, Blues Traveler and
other riders of the H.O.R.D.E.
Festival circuit, but in the
increasing Dumber of bands (such
as Son Volt and Wilco) blurring the
boundaries between country and
rock music.
Meanwhile, for the band's
legendary legion of fans, the music
never stopped.
In their prime and even
beyond, the Dead, who disbanded
following
Garcia's
death,
represented the epitome of
experimentation.
Like Jack Kerouac slow dancing

Through a tape-trading netw~rk
as comprehensive and intricate as
the Dow Jones, die-hard fans have
had access to nearly eyery live set
the Dead ever pcrfonned.

Disc one begins with a Sllperb
version of "Hell in a Bucket" off
1987's "In the Dark," and segues
into a rare live (on a1bum, anyway)
version of "Dupree's Diamond
Blues" that takes a while to get
rolling, but finishes with the
momentum of a herd of oxen
thundering down Mt. McKinley.

Although Garcia talces the lead
HoWever, less intense fans have on several songs on disc one
had to malce due with the official (including "Dupree Diamond's
live
releases,
some
of Blues''), most of the vocals are
which ("Europe 72," Live/Dead" handled by rhythm guitarist Bob
and "Reckoning") are among the Weir and keyboardist Brent
greatest
live releases ever · Mydland, who died of a drug
issued.
overdose in 1991. Mydlarid's vocals
on "Just a Little Light" and "Never
Because of the Dead's approach ·Trust a Woman" are as gritty as
to live perfonnance, one could
malce an argument that their live
albums are among their most
important work.
That's why the release of the
new three CD set, "Dozin' at the
Knick: The Grateful Dead Live at
the Knickerbocker Arena," is such a
welcot_ne event.
Recorded
over
three
perfonnances at the Knickerbocker
Arena in Albany, NY in 1990, the
album faits· to sca1e the heights of

sawdustancistrongIYreminiscentof
Tom Waits.

.range from the very high (the
futuristic
percussion
attack

on "Drums") to the mediocre. Also,
Weir grabs the spotlight on a
masterfully understated version of
Bob Dylan's "When I Paint My
Masterpiece," as well as on an allengines-firing version of Robert

10
minute
plus • versions
of "Terrapin Station" and
"Mud Love Buddy Jam" may
test all but the most ardent
fan's patience.

8
::~~\:::;:;;re ~:~~c~~~:
as the band ever got. Garcia's slide
guitar work on the song calls to
mind the great blues picker Elmore
James.

Besides an all~out free-for-all on
Buddy Holly'sj, "Not Fade Away"
(sung by Weir), disc three is a11
Garcia.

Disc Two contains the extended
jams the band's faithful will ,t,e
expecting. Kicking off with a IO: I I
version of 'Playing in the Band"
that drifts off rather aimlessly
instead of engaging the listen-er to
follow along, the band segues into a •
J0:05
version
of
"Uncle
John's Band," which is among the
greatest versions I've heard them

do.
That kind of inconsistency is a
pattern on the disc as moments

LikeJack Kerouac slow dancing with
Minnie Pear~ their music was the Beat
Generation crashing into Bluegrass.
Mixing Jazz, Country, Blues and Rock
and Roll, like gypsy alchemists with a
head fall of acid. ...

From the soulful and biblica1
sing-along he leads on "And We
Bid You Goodnight," to a mellow
and serene "Stella Blue," Garcia,
turns in some Off the most ·
rugged, yet driven, vocals of his
Special highlights include the
up-tempo shuffle of the traditiona1
ballad, "Going Down the Road
Feeling Bad," a staple of the band's
live sets for years and never done
better than here, and a torrid version
of ''The Wheel."
The album closes with Garcia
taking the lead on "Brokedown
Palace."
Garcia's voice rings out like a
wise and aged traveler nearing the
end
of
his
road
when
he sings "by the riverside/I will rest
my head/and listen to the river
sing sweet songs to rock my
soul."
Hopefully, that's just what he's
doing now.

Time is running out ...

The anti-choice movement has targeted
Minnesota in their ongoing effort to chip away
at and eventually ban access to safe and legal
abortion. No wonder Rudy Boschwitz has the
support of the radical right and anti-choice
extremists-he's one of them.
Pro-choice voters deserve to know the truth.
Senator Paul Wellstone believes that women
and their families, not politicians, should be
trusted to make their own personal decisions
about abortion.
Senator Paul Wellstone promised to protect the
right to choose. And he has kept his word.
Help protect the right to choose by voting
pro-choice on November 5th! .

Palll Wellstone.

Paldlofby lhe NationalAbottionand Rfll)IOductllle Righ!s Action League PAC and the
Minnesota NARAL Action Fi.nd. Nol authorill.ld by any candklata 0< commttae.

Finally. A Senator worth your vote.
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EDITORIAL

People prefer
Clinton's character
The issue of character is quite possibly a politj,cian's greatest
fear, and with good reason ..No other issue is so poorly defined
or understood. and few things can &pell doom for a candidate's'
chances with such ctrtainty.
Character is an easy target for manipulation by opponents
that gives rise to smear tactics and mud-slinging.
In reaJity, character is determined not by the inner-qualities
of a politician, but by the whim of the voter. More than one
candidate has been the victim of a character attack, which
turned out to be unproven. Unfortunately, people prefer to let
cynicism rule their hearts.
President Clinton was viewed for quite a while as a twofaced, insincere, pot-smoking, bimbo-grabbing, Big-Mac
muncher. Few presidents have had their character so demeaned.
Still, Clinton is resting comfortably atop a large lead in the
polls, and it's not due to luck.
Not many people believe Clinton is a saint. He probably told
a lie or two during his life. He probably inhaled. He has
definitely eaten more than one Big Mac.
Yet, the American public seems ·10 like th~ guy anyway. All
other issues aside, we like him. Especially compared to Bob
Dole, who tends to remind most people of the father figure who
hates long hair and rock music.
It has been argued that the nation's president should be
someone of impeccable character and moral fiber. The majority
of citizens don't seem to agree. Not surprisingly, they are more
comfortable with a man who reflects their own character.

EDITORIAL

Political whining
reserved for those
who.cast a ballot
Election day comes every two years for some politicians and
every four years for others - but what this actually marks is a
time for citizens of the United States to make a serious decision.
On Tuesday, the able voters of the U. S. will get the chance
to cast a vote for numerous positions.
Americans over the age of 18 were given the right to vote
under the Bill of Rights, therefore every person should use their
given right and vote.
Too many people are lazy and take the backdoor approach
when it comes to voting. The backdoor approach to voting is
just any easy way out for those who don't choose to vote:
The people who take the non-voting approach tend to gripe
as much as pe0ple who had voted. They tend to sit back with
their anti-politics stance, but when it comes for an opinion on an
issue they always seem to sneak into the picture with their
uneducated jabber.
,
The lack of trust in politician•s has been an issue for some
voters, but we as Americans still have to vote and keep the faith
for those who are representing the American people.
If a person doesn't vote- the politician who is in office will
think the decisions they make will not make a difference to
those who didn't vote, making their decisions less serious.
Forget the excuse that there are no candidates worth voting
for. If that is the case, make your voice be heard, write in a
candidate. Then you can whine.

TIUfflON PRESIDENT
STAFF OPINION
SHANNON SWANSON, OPINIONS EDITOR

Furry family members can
bring excitement to a home
A few weeks ago when my to St. Cloud because she used attacking everything he can
grandpa died, I was pretty
to get beat up by the other
sink his teeth in.
bummed out because two of
four cats who lived in my
Cody has already acquired
my grandpa's died in the last
two nick-names since his life
parent's house.
three months.
began. We sometimes call him
My roommate decided to
the "Code-master'' when he
I did lose two family
get a cat after· seeing how
members, but gained one
much a cat's personality adds
attacks Little One, a 12
family member
to one's home. Little pounder with no patience for
shortly after the
One quickly t1lade a
an eager, playful kitten.
new friend,."Bunny."
recent death of my
The other nick-name,
grandpa.
Bunny and Little
"Code-man" came from my
"Cody" became a
husband, who likes to
One had a rocky
challenge Cody's masculinity
part of our family a
start to their
few weeks ago.
when he falls on his face after
friendship while
When I came home
trying to divide up
attacking his own shadow. He
after a late night
the territory in our
is also known as the "Codeworking at the
man" when he struts out of his
two-bedroom
University Chronicle, I was
apartment. After time, and a
litter box proud of what he left
attacked by a little black ball
little getting used to each
behind.
of fur jumping at my feet. I
other, they would play, share a
My husband and I insist
was totally surprised that my
co\lch arid sometimes share
that Cody is part chipmunk.
my husband brought home
dinner. When my roommate
Instead of the meow cats tend
this 1.6 pound fur-ball, who
graduated and found a
to make when they are
teaching
·
sat next to my feet meowing
hungry, Cody
atme.
position in the
makes a
I was really excited about
Twin Cities,
squeaking
Cody because I was trying to
Bunny moved
sound to tell
Furryfriends
convince my husband earlier · outtoo.
us what he
in the the week that my other
wants. He
Little One
have
a
way
of
cat, "Little One," needed a
was depressed,
goes back to
making a day being a cat
friend.
having to move
Little One spends a lot of
to another
when he curls
brighter.
time home alone while we are strange home
up next to me
gone. I felt guilty only being
without her friend, Bunny. I
to share a pillow while taking
home long enough to feed her could tell Little One missed
a nap.
and pet her for a few minutes. her. Naturally, I wanted her to
After experiencing two
I felt like I neglected her not
have a new friend.
deaths in three months in our
giving her the attention she
Cody filled the position of
family, a new addition gives
deserves.
Little One's friend and is now me a better outlook on the
For ·the six years of her life, the newest addition to our
world, even if it is a cat Furry
friends have a way of making
Little One has been my pride
family. The blue-eyed, black
and joy. She moved with me
fur-ball is full of energy,
a day brighter.
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Jewell of denial and Students should get involved and vote
racism on it's way out
Blaming the media for society's problems certainly seems to be in
vogue. Charges range from violence desensitization to creating a "sex
culture" for our kids to questioni~g the basic objectivity of the industry
under the simplistic label of the "liberal medja." In response to the issue
of violence, the so called "v-chip" will soon be incorporated into all new
television sets. A new trend of family oriented programming has enjoyed
a boom in popularity to balance out the trend of dark and paranoid
material. As for the liberal media, I'm not sure that anything can ever be
done to convince right-wingers otherwise.
'The media gets a bum rap most of the time, but a recent headline
convinced me that it is once again time to dole out blame and scoldings.
In the Oct. 29, issue of University Chronicle, it was reported the U.S.
Justice Department announced that Richard Jewell is no longer a suspect
in the Olympic Park bombing in Atlanta. After a lengthy trial - in the
court of public opinion, Jewell is trying lo rebuild his crumbled life. After
being labeled a murderer by the entire country, the
MEDIA
FBI has admitted they made a mistake. Rather than
MEDITATIONS focusing on the evidence, every media outlet began
character studies of Jewell. Now that he's
apparently off the hook, Jewell is going to sue
several organizations over the matter. I can't really
blame him.
The one saving grace of the media is that they
have a partner in crime .- the federal government.
Investigators leaked Jewell's name to the press
even though it is clearly a breach of conduct to do
so. How long are we going to stand for government
agencies that purposely violate their own codes just
, , to win a publiC re'lations battle?
BY JASON
In the 0.J. Simpson case, much was made of
LE'fHERT
the media coverage, and rightfully so. What many
do not realize is that many of the most egregious
incidents of reporting occured when the media reported sensitive
infonnation purposely leaked to the press to sway public opinion to the
prosecution (though is hardly seemed necessary).
JnJ ~gal cases like this, investigators try to sell their case to the public,
the future jury pool. It's time for some accounlability in these cases.
Investigators get off without a hitch because everyone knows that the
media ran the story, not that is was unethically leaked.
In another recent instance, the blame rests squarely on the media. In
the TWA crash investigation, investigators have shifted their emphasis to
mechanical failure rather than a terrorist attack. When the crash first
occurred, I thought I was the onJy one uncomfortable with the plethora of
terrorist bombing theories befog generated - with no evidence of any
bomb or missile. I can't stress the irony of the situation, as I was taking a
journalism production class at the time.
After the TWA crash, all could find on television were reports about
bomb detection and security measures at airports. No one cared whether
that was the issue or not. Meanwhile, the real issue of airplane safety was
ignored. Consumers could freak out about terrorists, but didn't hear a
word about mechanicaJ airline safety.
1be TWA stocy turned from a tragic crash to "America is vulnerable to
terrorism!" Speculation developed implying foreign terrorists,creating
suspicion of middle eastern countries. Since the Oklahoma City
bombing,, we should know to look for homegrown terrorists. After
incessant reports of bombs, missiles, and foreign terrorists, the Olympic
Park bombing occurred, which only fueled the country's angst. If we are
to get responsible journalism, we can't let the media run like crazy on a
story based almost completely on speculation. Especially a story of such
extreme importance.
In other news, a headline appeared.recently that is reason to give us all
hope. Fonner governor of Alabama, George Wallace, provided closure to
one of the ugliest moments in American history. You may remember
Wallace as the reactionary force-of-ignorance who tried-to singlehandedly
stop integration at the University of Alabama so many years ago. The
image of Wallace slanding in the college entrance to physicaJly stop black
students from entering the school has burned itself into the collective
· conscience of this country. For those of you from the tv generation, you
may remember the scene as it was reenacted in "Forrest Gump."
Wallace is now a withered old man who's dying. About a week ago,
the fonner icon of defiant bigotry took everyone by surprise - he publicly
apologized to the students he once oppressed. Th.is event has a
significance on several levels. Surely if a symbol of hate can recant, this
cotintry is on the right track. Bigots everywhere watched in horror as one
of their senior members renounced them. Now they must look elsewhere
for validation, or face the inevitable: racism with no validation.
The Wallace incident was a milestone. It showed the country that no
one; despite their statµs pr power can impede the progress of the country.
Divisive demagogues like Pat Buchanan, Louis Farrakhan and Rush
Limbaugh may have influence on respective constituencies, but they can't
reverse strides to equality.

B

I urge the many SCSU students who share my
concern about the environment to make the effort to
vote Nov. 5. SpccificaJly, I urge you to vote for Bill
Clinton for president and Paul Wel\stone for U.S.
Senator. Both are clearly more pro-environment than
their respective opponents, Bob Dole and Rudy
Boschwitz.
With the unfortunate exception of the infamous
Salvage Logging Rider, Clinton has done a prettY
good job of using his veto power to hold off Gingrich
and Dole-led assaults on our environment, such as
"takings"and the "Dirty Water Bill." As senator, Bob

Dole consistently received very low scores from the
non-partisan League of Conservation Voters (LCV).
Sen. Wellstone has consistently high LCV scores.
He fought vigorously to keep the oil industry out of
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. He initiated
mediation efforts to resolve conflicts over
management ofthe Boundary Waters Canoe Area and
Voyageurs National Park. He deserves re-election. ·

John Peck
Professor
Biological sciences

Partiers can let loose at the Quarry
We are three of the 14,000 college students on this
campus., and we understand the curiosity toward
drinking that is typically associated with this age
group.
What we don't understand is why the more than
two hundred people who were busted for underage
drinking didn't come to j)arty at the Quarry. The
Quarry belongs to the SC!iU student body. We think
you should come party with us, and when we close at
I a.m., make your own decisions on whether to
continue to party or go home.
1be Quarry has one of the best sound systems in
the city of St. Cloud, as well as a wide variety of
music, and we just hired two new disc jockeys who

are eager to provide you wiih party music.
What students fail to realize is that the club
belongs to them. If there are changes they would like
to see in the club, their comments and suggestions are
more than welcome. As student managers, part of our
job is to provide customer satisfaction. We consider aJI
students of SCSU our customers.

James Andrews
Sophomore
Mass communications

David Runeberg
Junior
Industrial studies
Essence Williams
Senior
E~ucation

Old-fashioned manners are rare
I am convinced that the teaching of manners to
youngsters has become rare during my lifetime.
Examples of this can be found anywhere, even within
the parameters of SCSU.
Examples include practically being run down by a
reckless bicyclists or people jostling to be the first on
board the Husky Shuttle. What ever happened to the
days of a man stepping aside to let a lady go first?
And what happened to respect for others and their
property, regardless of their gender.
In a discussion with some men I know, I bemoaned
the lack of things like men opening doors for women.
One man laughed and said, "If we do that, we're
liable to get sued." The other nodded in agreement.
The first man said, "Why do you expect difference on
the basis of your being a woman? Don't you women '
want equalityT'
Yes, women want equality. I am not asking
"special" or preferential treatment. Women just want
10 be treated decently, respectfully and intelligently.
What is wrong with displaying SO!llC good oldfashioned manners? If a man opened a door for me, I
would politely thank him. Then I would probably faint
from shock.

Unfortunately, rudeness is "in" these days.
Impatience and "me first" behavior is epidemic while
civility is hard to find. I am not just picking on maJes.
Women.are just as guilty.
The most common example to observe this; the
road. Either manners have gone out of vogue
completely, or the mere act of getting behind the
wheel of a car turns people into lead-footed, powerhungry egomaniacs. I don't think this will change.
Men like to excuse their behavior by saying, "We
don't know what you gaJs want, or how you want us
to act." See the above suggestions and see what
happens when you open the door for someone.
Most of us'don't want to return to the days of
subjugation to second class citizen status. We could all
take note of our elders' manners. The other day, a
young man gave up his seat on the Husky Shuttle for
an older woman. This warmed my heart.
Chivalry isn't dead, but it is sometimes gasping for
breath.

Carlene Dean
Junior
Mass communications

Students need a diverse education
We are all well-aware of the tough economic
conditions waiting for us after graduation. There are
many changes taking place at universities all over the
country to help better prepare us to meet these
challenges.
.
SCSU is no exception. We do need a quality
education in our chosen specialties. Keeping this in
mind, let us not forget what else a university education
is about. A university education recognizes that we are
not just units of production in our given specialization,
but human beings fuiictioning in a wide range of
situations which have a systematic influence on the
composition as a whole.
A university must cater to fostering a holistic
vantage point from which we may view our world and
the parts we play within it. We need a well-rounded,
diversified educational background to be well-

rounded, diversified members of society. SCSU must
uphold the principle of offering a range of academic
opportunities that foster a broad-based, diversified,
multicultural education.
Remember that this institution exists for us, the
students. We need to be aware of the changes taking
place within the educational structure of SCSU and
voice our opinions. The Strategic Planning Committee
has a web $ite on SCSU's home page, welcoming
responses via e-mail. It is conducting public forums
,and issuing surveys. President Bruce Grube welcomes
input from students. Use these resources to exert your
influence on the direction higher education is taking.

Bruce Maarum
Senior
Anthropology

read, REACT, write
E-MAIL US: chronicle@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu
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Housing
1-BDRM. APT.
$360-$380/month. ·Basic utilities
included. AvailabJe now. Located on
bus line. Parking included.

255-9262.

Classifieds

COLLEGIATE VIEW APTS.
Two-bdrm. apt. available winter and
spring quarters. Near hockey center.

Dan, 255-9163.
FEMALE NEEDED
for winter/spring quarters. Call Jul)e,

252-9839.
2-BDRM. APT.

$415-$435/month. Avail. Sept. 15.
Heat, water, garbage, off-street

parking included. On campus
clipper bus line. 255-9262.

FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED.
Close to campus. $225/month. Very
convenient. Call Deanna, 654-9358.

FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED
4-BDRM. APT.
winter/spring. Room in four-bdrm.
Close to campus. ON/, NC, large · apt. Close to campus. $210/month.
rooms, 2 ba1hs. lndMdual leases. · Must be N/S. 252-2579.

$220/mo. per person. 255-9262.
$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Off.
street parking, $15. 259-4841.

FEMALE WANTED.
Four-bdrm. apt. Winter quarter.
Heat paid. 251-6005.

FOUR-BDRM. APT.

Newer building across street from
$199/MONTH.
Private rooms in two bath apts. campus. 251-0525.
across from U-Pik Kwik. Quiet, wellFOUR-BDRM. HOUSE
managed
bldg.
Sub-lease
situations. $ saving opportunity. near campus available Nov. or Dec.
Below market rent, low deposit. 259- . $225 per person. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.
0977.
$205/MONTH.
4-bdnn. apt. Individual leases.

Walking distance to SCSU.
255-9262.

FOUR-BDRM., TWO BATH APT.
New carpet, paint. Great location.
Heat paid, parking available. 253-

1320.

710APTS.
Three-bdrm. apt. available now and
winter quarter. $540-$570. D.W.,
micro., NC. Dan, 255-9163.

MALEl!'EMALE WANTED
to share three-bdrm. apt.
winter/spring quarter..Heat paid. Call
203-7104. Ask for Andrea.

A Group of 3 or 4?
Large apt. complete with large
rooms. Close to campus. $205$220/month. Heat included.

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING.
Live at SCSU's best off-campus
student
housing
complex.

255-9262
BEACHWOOD APTS.
One-bdrm. apt. near Cobom's and
downtown. Available now. Heat

paid. $340-$380. Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdnn. apts. available. SE St.
Cloud on bus line. Heat paid. Dan,

255-9163.
CARETAKER TEAM.
SE side apt. complex. Partial rent
credit for -2-bdnn. apt. Apply at
Northern Management, 1725 W. St
Germain, St. Cloud, MN 56301 or

call 654-8300:
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
Private rooms in four-bdrm. apts.

Heat paid, close to SCSU. Call 2518284, 251-9418. .

Whirtpool,

healed parking (if

available), new carpet and on- sight
caretakers. located across from
Halenbeck Hall. One male and one
female room available either for
immediate occupancy or for winter

and spring quarter. Call (320) 2400234.
ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available immediate~. Starting at
$360/month. Call Apartment

Policies:
Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for t\le Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2. Prices
are per issue:

Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
·

Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,

during normal business hours.
ROOM IN HOUSE FOR RENT.
Very nice! Male/female,$210/month.
Phone 267-3291, Greg.
SEEKING RESPONSIBLE
person/student to rent three-bdrm.
home. with two females. Near

SCSU. $230/month, includes
utilities. Available immediately. 685-

.

WINTER/SPRING,
one, two, and three-bdrm.
apts. Also s/d rooms. Dan,

255-9163.
WOMEN,
tired of the noise and
congestion? We have large
private rooms with cable
T.V., laundry, parking, and a
great location! Call for

'.255-9262.
SUBLEASER WANTED.
Move in Nov. 1. First month's rent
free. Private room in four-bedroom
apt. located across from Halenbeck.
$246/month. Will negotiate. 259-

9122.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
M/F, SID in houses. Six convenient
locations. Quality living, free
parking. Dan, 255-9163.

SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units close to
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

SUPER LOCATION.
One in four-bdrm. apt New carpet.
$199-$235. 51h Ave. and 6th St.
251-0525.

three and four. Call 251-8284, 2519418.

PARKING AVAILABLE

month. 253-1154.

251-6005.

SINGLE ROOMS 'AVAIL NOW.
Individual leases. $205-$220/mo.
Close to campus. *Large rooms.
•0tt street parking. *Heat included.

THREE MALES
ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
in lour-bdrm. apt Heat, cable and
in a house. Private bathroom and - electric paid. New carpet, laundry
kitchen. No pets. 253-5340.
and parking available. Campus
dose. 251-6005.
ONE ROOM EFRCIENCY
TWO-BDRM APT.,
available. Clean, quiet building.
Private or semi-private bath. close to SCSU. Also single rooms in

one block from Halenbeck. $25 per

bedroom apts. Heat paid,
parking,
laundry, campus close.
Quiet and clean, E.P.M.

8207.

Finders, 259-4040.

Utiltties, cable included. 259-9434.
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VACANCY
for males and females in four

/JVSTANT CREDIT

details ... Bob, 251-8211.

WiJit!DH•hM
ADOPTION:
Loving, married, childless
couple hopes to welcome
your infant to our family.
Financially
secure,
supportive family. We'll help
you any
way we can! Call Rhoda and

Dave collect, (612) 9225870.
ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTSII
Grants, scholarships, aid
available from sponsors!! No
repayments, ever!!! $$$ Cash for
college $$$. For info: (800) 2432435 or (800) AID 2 HELP.
PUT YOUR DIPLOMA TO WORKI
Have your resume sent to the top
200 companies in the nation as
rated by fortune magazine!! Send
resume + $40 for processir{g to
National
Career
Services,

Department C, P.O. Box 1742, St.
Cloud, MN 56302.
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
Professional. 240-2355.

.

YES!

0 R /l t, N

SEIZED CARS

from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll free,

(800) 898-9778 ext. A-3883 for
current listings.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts. Walk-ins.

251-7270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Wednesdays for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. All ottier weekdays, $6.

,
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SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
From $399. (800) 395-4896.
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Wanl VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

Guaranteed SI0.000 In Credit! ,_
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DON'T READ THIS

FREE lctiwltlH

Student Express, Inc.
1.800.SURFS.UP

TYPING.
Efficient service, reasonable rates,
1Ie~ble hours. Call Al~e. 251-7001.
UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT.
Name an actual star for someone.
$33. Siar Directory. (800) 500-3128.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous, will
work with you to determine a
shooting schedule that will fit your
wedding day plans. Specializing in
candids before, during and after the
ceremony. You retain the negatives!
Two photographers to make sure
that every angle gets covered. Very
reasonable packages. For more
information, call Paul at 654-8501.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope call: St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hour
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East SI.
Gennain SI., Suae 205, St. Cloud.

Employment
#1 INC. MAGAZINES.
#1 ranked fastest growing company
in America k>oking for three outgoing
people to help expand in area. Call
259-6900. .,,..- ~-;;-.~f .. :i>. j"-Qf'!,

GOOD

WEEKLY ·
INCOME
processing mail for
national coo,pany! Ffae
supplies. postage! No
sailing! Bonuses! Start
immed_iately! Genuine
opportunity!AushSAS.E.:
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unless you want to have fun
while earning $. Looking to

BEVDOLITTLE
wildlife pnnl "Spirit ol lhe grizzly."
$750. 255-4498.

take on five energetic, gogetters for expansion. Gall
Jodi, 656-1498.

Personals

'EARN EXTRA INCOME.'
CHRIST AND SATAN
Earn $200-$500 wee~y are real!!! The problem with watting
mailing phone cards. For until the eleventh hour is that you
information send a self- mighl be dead al 10:59. Don'I be
addressed
stamped .caught dead without Jesus. Then
envelope to: Inc., P.O. Box you will know the tn.Jth and the truth
0887, Miami, FL 33164.
will sel you lree!
FREE TRIPS & CASH.
Rnd out how hundreds of
student representatives are
already earning free trips and lots of
cash with America's #1 Spring Break
company!· Sell on~ 15 tnps and
travel free! Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
Campus manager positions also
available. Call now! Take a Break
Sludenl Travel (800) 95-BREAK!
HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.
LIKE WATCHING T.V.?
Make $3 per envelope stuffed while
enjoying your favorite shows. Send
long self-addressed, stamped
envelope to St. Croix Industries,
P.O. Box 353, SI. Cloud, MN 56302

JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. 10 reasons why beer is
better than Jesus. No one will kill
you for not drinking beer. Beer does
not tell you how to have sex. Beer
has never caused a major war. They
do not force beer on minors who
cannot think for themselves. When
you have beer, you do not knock on
people's doors trying to give it away.
Nobody has ever been burned at
the stake, hanged or tortured over
their b'rand of beer. You do not need

to wait more than 2000 years for a
second beer. There are laws saying
that beer labels cannot lie to you.
You can prove you have a beer. If
you have devoted your lffe to beer,
there are groups to help you stop.
THE FOOL HAS SAID
in his heart, "There is no Goel"
Psalms 14:1.

Notices
.ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS.
New i'neeting time. AA will meet at
3:00 on Thursday. For further info.
call Cheryl at 656-tns or JoAnne,
255-4850.
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
meets at 3:00 p.m. SH 227
every Thursday. All welcome. Call
Tom, 240-0680.
ARE YOU DOING
the same thing day atter day? Do
something different! Call Delta Phi

~~i~~;;"tional Sorority today.
AT LONG LAST.....
Tina and the B-Side Movement in
St. Clood! An audaonum Monday
night lwe! $7 lickels sold al KVSC,
Fetus, Bo Diddley's localions.
ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Student Gov'! Communicators is not
a contradiction in terms! Join us 6:00
p.m., Nov. 7 at the Atwood listening
lounge! All majors welcome.
.
DON'T FORGET
to pick up your free 1996 voter's
guide before elections! Courtesy of
Gov't Communicators-bridging the
gap between community and
government
NONTRADITlONAL STUDENT
support group. Are you married, a
parent ir over 23? Meet others,
share
experiences.
Each
Wednesday, 11:00 in Stewart Hall
103. Contact Shelo/, 255-3171.

COKATAUPO!
COME TO THE CENTER

NANNIES!
Call the eltte nanny service! Exciting
positions nation-wide! No fee. Top
salaries. One year commitment.
Nannies Plus. Sandy, (800) 7263965.
NANNY POSmON AVAILABLE
in warm, sunny L.A. Seeking a
nanny for our two young girls
starting Jan. 1997. Eilriching
opportunity to explore L.A. culture
from our comfortable home.
Salary, room and board,
vacation, etc. (818) 7193957 or (818) 716-8813.
NEEDED: COOKS.
Part-time. Small 26 bed
SNF. Beautiful location.
Worked
independently,
hor!Je 009ked meals. Call
KnSli at 743-2695.

NEEDED: NAR'S.
New grads welcome. 26
bed SNF. Beautiful location.
Family-like
work
1861 N.FEDl!RAL ll1fY
environment. Teamwork
B0LLYIIOOD,FL 33020
essential Lunches paid.
M.I. and M.R. dynight
cares/Alzheimers.
Cati
Rosa or Kristi al 743-2695.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
SCSU STUDENT WORK.
Trnl free, (800) 898-9778 ext. R- $11 lo start. Flexi:ile schedule. No
3883 for listings.
experience necessary. Resume
experience.
Internships/
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
schrnarships. Call 65&7750.
typing. Part time. At home. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 ~- T-3883 for
WANTED:
listings.·
babysitter a few afternoons a week.
Reliable car a must. Available during
$1,750 WEEKLY
break times preferable. Call 252·
possible mailing OU[ circulars. For 6734.
info. call (301) 306-1207.

V H C, SUITE l74

ATHLETIC WORK
with ex-athletes. Local co. seeks five
health-minded individuals. Call 2539226 . .
ATTENTION EVERYONE!
Earn $500 lo $1500 week~ wor1<ing
from home/dorm! No experience
necessary! Set your own hours!
Senous individuals.call TOU. FREE
(800) 567-6232.

Come and see the 12 fascinating performers that
have brought the extraordinary Sioux culture to
audiences throughout the world!
Indians and non-Indians are invited to experience tile
holistic view of the Lakota Sioux people.

For Sale

Wednesday, November. 6, 1996
7:30 p.m. - Ritsche Auditorium
St. Cloud State University
Tickets: $5.00

1988 OLDS. CUTLASS.
Great winter car, new tires. $675.
255-4498.

Tickets can be purchased in advance at Atwood Center Main Desk
and the SCSI.) American Indian Center. Tickets will also be
available at the door.

1988 CHEVY CAVILER Z24.
Bl~. grey inl., loaded-lull power.
Must sell. $3600, BIO. 203-0426.

Sponsored by the SCSU Amer:ican Indian Center in cooperation with the Affirmative
Action Office, American Heritage National Bank, College of Fine Arts, District 742
community Schools, First Nation's People, Human Relations Department, St. Cloud
Area American Indian Center, University Organizarions, Volunteer Unk, SCSU
Women's Center and SCSU Cultural Diversity funds.
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RE-ELECJT STATE SENAl 0l\
1

·S
Senator Dave Kleis will continue to work hard for students.
Higher education must be affordable and available to all.
• Voted 1996 Legislator of the Year l?y the Minnesota Community College
Student Association
• Selected to the Dean's List by the Minnesota State University Student
Association for outstanding support & dedication to higher education
• Chief Senate Author for the "New" SCSU Library
• Member of Board of Directors of SCSU Alumni Association
• Member of Minn. Senate Education Committee, Higher Ed. Funding Division
• 1989 Honors Graduate of St. Cloud State University
Prepared and Paid by the KJei.s Campaign Conunittee, PO Box 6201, St. Cloud, MN 56302

• Chief House Author -- New SCSU Library
• Holds: B.S. in Economics & Business Administration,
M.B.A., and M.A. in American Government
• Supports Affordable Higher Education
In recent years. higher education has become more and more unaffordable. I know the
dlfficulties many students have in financing their education. because I also worked low
wage jobs and borrowed heavily to get through school. If re-elected. I will continue to
work to make higher education affordable for everyone. vp:1....
/? . :,'/\-.?-_,,,~
,,,,- J/
:) ·
__...,___!:.,,.-/
Prepared and Paid for by Knoblach Volunteer Comntltttt, PO Box 7563, St. Cloud, MN 56302 (320)252-6179

